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SULZER OUSTED

time which i owe to the state to par-- j
lisan policies. This is not an occas- ion for exultation," he said, "and I
have no such feeling. To me it is an
occasion of solemnity mixed with sad-- .

ness."
''Sly earnest endeavor shall be to
give lo the people of the state an
honest, peaceful, progressive and wise
ceuduct of their public affairs. I will
insist on a business administration
which means an economical, clean, or-- ;
derly and efficient transaction of the
state's business.
BY VOTE OF 43 T0 12, THE COURT
,I will not be a factionist. I keenly
high responsibilities
OF IMPEACHMENT REMOVES HIM, appreciate the
that it is my duty to meet and to disFROM
HIM
BAR
TO
REFUSES
BUT
charge.
"To the accomplishment of this pur-THE
IN
OFFICE
HOLDING
pose, I promise my best efforts. With
God s help, I will faithfully execute
FUTURE.
and see to the execution of the laws
of this great state, with an eye sin-- !
to the welfare of the sovereign
git
IMPEACHMENT
FOUR
.
pf cple whom I serve. To achieve this
I seek the advice and ask the
ARTICLES ARE VOTED OUT purpose, of all
my fellow citizens."
support

THE

'

TIGER - -

the murderer had been killed by
Kendall, whereupon a number of .Mexicans set upon Kendall and killed him.
The same night, about 100 Mexicans
(attacked all (In- foreigners in camp.
The foreigners look refuge in a mine
after telephoning to Magdalenu for
rural
A detachment of fifty
(troops.
(guards responded and escorted the for
to Mngdalena, where they took
ja train for this city.

'! SHOULD WORRY!"

AS GOVERNOR
TODAY

Albany, X. Y., Oct. 17. William
Sulzer no .longer is governor of the
state of New York. A few minutes
before twelve today the high court of
impeachment, by a vote of 4;! to .12,
removed him from office.
Senator Wende and Judge Cullen
excused themselves from voting.
The proposition of disqualifying
Sulzer from ever again holding a
place of honor or trust in the state
with
was voted down unanimously
the exception that Judge Cullen again
excused himself from recording his
vote.
The governor received the news of
his removal in silence at the executive mansion, where he had waited
all morning to hear the result. He
said he might make a statement later.
Prior to the vote on his disqualification and removal, the last four articles of the impeachment charges, five,
six, seven and eight, were unanimously voted out.
Court was

in session

more

little

It was officially adthan an hour.
journed a minute after 12 o'clock.
Martin H. Glynn of Albany, the actRobing governor, became governor.
ert F. Wagner, of Xew York, majorlieuity leader of the senate, became
tenant governor.
No official notice of removal was
degiven Sulzer. A record of the
cision of the court was filed with the
secretary of state, thus complying
with all the legal requirements to remove the governor.
The opening of the morning session
was delayed while the members of
the senate and assembly were gathering to adopt a concurrent resolution to recess until October 22. It
was planned to reconvene, then adopt
sany additional supplemental financial
measures denned necessary and take
another reress until after election.
This plan was adopted so that il
the Democrats lose their majority in
the assembly this fall, some of the
Democratic policies planned for nexl
year may be carried out before the
present legislative year ends.
The high court of impeachment was
called to order at 0:55 o'clock. The
call showed all of the 57 members
present.
Clerk Patrick E. McCabe, at the di
rection of Presiding Judge Cullen,
then read the fifth article of impeachment and the vote was taken.
There were no long explanations by
Instead
1he members of the court.
there was a rapid fire of replies of
"not guilty," and the respondent, was
found not guilty by a unanimous
court.
Judge Cullen then announced: "The
respondent under the vote as announced by the clerk is acquitted of
the charge in this, the fifth article."
It had taken the court less than ten
minutes to dispose of the article. The
roll was then called on article six.
On the statement of Senator Wagner "that there is practically- unanimity among the members of the court
on the three articles on which we
are now to vote," and his suggestion
that it "would spare your honor fatigue," Judge Cullen, on this vote,
merely called the names of the members of the court and omitted the repeating of the formal questions which
had featured the votes already taken.
the first to
Senator Argetsinger,
vote, said that although he was convinced the respondent had been guilty
of a moral offense, he could not find
him guilty under the article.
Senator Bussey said that he voted
not guilty because he did not believe
that larceny had been committed.
of the
"Tn the common parlance
street, it is called panhandling," he
said.
Presiding Judge Cullen held that the
offenses charged "were dishonorable
in the highest degree; criminal, no.
The respondent used his office to enrich himself. I vote not guilty."
Senator McClelland said he had
searched the English language for
proper characterization of the charges
contained in the article.
"As a result of my search," he said,
"I am now convinced that the words
'candidatlal mendicancy,' properly describe them."
Senator Simpson held that the acts
charged "did not rise to the dignity
of an Impeachable offense."
The vote to acquit the governor on
Court
article six was unanimous.
had been In session but half an hour.
The roll was then called on article seven.
Glynn's Statement.
Martin H. Glynn, who today became governor of New York as the
result of the removal of Governor
Sulzer, issued a statement this after
noon saying that he would insist on
"economical, clean, orderly and efficient transaction of the state's busi
ness."
He declared: "I will not devote the
1

-
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MASONS SELECT
FAMOUS TRAIL

FORNAME

Kendall Was Missourian.
Sheldon, Mo.. Oct. 17 William
reported killed in the state of CLASS OF 54, SOON TO BECOME
Jalisco, Mexico, was a son of Mrs.
Kate Kendall, a willow who lives on
MASTERS OF THE ROYAL SECRET
a farm six miles north of this place.
!lle had been in Mexico ill mining
WILL ALWAYS
REMEMBER "OLDwork for several years. Mrs. Kendal!
E. CRAIG
EST CITY."GEORGE
received word of her son's death
through the Guadalajara authorities
IS PRESIDENT.
Ken-lilall-

j

'

'

today.
Sherwood Wants Protectorate.
Consul General Ilanna reported to
day that nearly all refugees had left
.Monterey and efforts were being
imade through Rear Admiral Fletcher
and Consul Canada at Vera Cruz to
have the Norwegian steamer Texas
jCity call at. Tampico for them. Mexl-jcaInternational settlement of
affairs by armed protectorate, if
necessary, wiib urged in the house
Sherwood,
liepresenlative
by
Democrat of Ohio.
for im- on
calls
that
A crisis is now
mediate action on th part. of t lie
United States," said he. "One of
three courses is open to us; to raise
the embargo on arms and encourage
the Mexicans in their natural de- sires to Kill eacn oiner; to euier u.e

Albany, X. Y., Oct. 17. Martin H.
Glynn was sworn in as governor at

o'clock this afternoon. Presiding;
Judge Ciillm cf the court, of appeals
adminlst. ri d the oath of office.

m
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REUNION

NEARLY

GREATEST

OVER;
SEEN HERE

The class of
Masons, today
taking their highest degrees, honored
Santa Fe today by taking the name:
SANTA FE TRAIL CLASS.
Then the following officers
were
elected
George R. Craig, Albuquerque, presi- dent.
Robert L. Ornfsbee. Santa Fe. sec- retary.
William R, Walton, Albuquerque,
orator.
Fmm a, rpports Kp(in t)la t,1(? t,jr.
country for armed intervention, or to, teeuh rt!niol) which end t01ligilf,
with the other nations of j,ms b(,pn ,l(J greatest pver h(;Id bv
iiie worm ... ee,ciM.,
Scottish Rite Masons in the citv of
a
will allow the establishment of
Santa j,.p '
firm government."
Thp s'endid Cathedral formed the
American Released.
is recog-beinMurfreesboro, Tenn., Oct. 17. After idea' s('uiS in a city which
arrested bv Iluerta officials in ize(l by historians and others as the
iu ,Ilf Uuited StateB.
The at"
Mazatlan, Mexico, accused of abetting ioldlst
the rebels, danville R. Huggins mem- - tention given to all the details by
ber of a prominent Tennessee family, Prominent Santa FeaiiB added not a
was released on small bail and now is (little to the pleasure and comfort of
the reunion.
abord the transport Bul'ord, enroute to jthe Masons attending
San Francisco, according to advises The splendor of the stage and
by the Muggins family from jery, the superb organ and a trained
the American state department today, choir ,the wonderful lighting effects
According to information received for the conferring of the various
from Win, E. Alger, American igrees, the gorgeous costumes and the
conducted
consul at Mazallan, Granville Huggins well drilled officials who
a member of a prominent Murl'rees- - !the ceremonies, won the admiration
boro family, is held prisoner in the and praise of all who had the privilege
t,
govern-lo- t
Mexican city by the Iluerta
"passing the sentinels," and
accused of abetting the rebels. Inessing the secret and impressive rites
ot Freemasonry.
naked that, money be sent
The consul
.
.
t
Final Degrees Today.
wa
p
After Ihw ennferrintr nl' mnnv : de- to
n
ily fearing delay, today wired
lhe!grefig yC8lfirdav the Masons
state department, asking. d the phlloso,mi(.;li and chivalrltf de- that action be taken In Huggins be gree work today, beginning the thir- half.
tieth or Knight ot Kadosh at 10 o'clock
Muggins served with the first Ten- this morning. Henry 11. Dorman was
nessee regiment in the Philippines.
preceptor, and he was ably assisted
Rebels Are Confident.
by a ;)nrge number ot officials.
17.
Oct.
Nogales, Sonora, Mex.,
At noon luncheon was served.
Ac
conthe
Confident that good news for
2 p. in. the thirty-firs- t
degree was con
stitutionalist cause will coma soon
ferred. This degree is known as "Jn- from Washington, General Venustiano
.n n uc.ocv iu- -Carranza, leader of the revolutionary ji'eciu theiiiquiouui.
degree, Masnight
Iter of the Royal Secret," will be giv- (Contliiued on Page Four.)
r
en .making
Masons from all
over the state exceedingly happy.
The deep, rich tones of the great origan were heard throughout the day
iand occasionally the sweet voices of
singers also reached the ears of
those who passed into the office of the
beautiful Cathedral.
Dance Great Success.
T0MERCHANT AT INQUEST
CINCINNATI
Tt is estimated that
fully 250 people.
KILLING
HIS WIFE AND Masons and their ladies, attended the
DAY ADMITS
fifty-iou- r

:

Voted for Sulzer.
Those who voted against the removal
oi the governor were Senators Mc- Knight, O'Keefe, Peckman, Seeley and
Wheeler, Democrats; Emerson, Ilea-- ;
cock, Slivers, Thomas and Whitney,
Republicans; Dulumtl. Independence
league and Democrat; Palmer, Repub-- 1
lican and Progress. ve.
At their own request, presiding
Judge Cu'ltn and Senator Wende were
excuse from voting. Every other
judge of the court of appeals voted
for removal. Afier the proceedings,
.Mr. Sulzer would see only a few personal friends. He sent out word that
his promts; d statement would be
affairs, in the absence of the secreready this evening.
tary of state.
Friends who were with him when he
Will Not Retard Aviation.
received the news of the verdict said
that he appeared to be relieved that
Washington, Oct. 17. Army and
the suspense was ever. Mrs. Zulzer
navy aviation experts here are conwho has been hysterical at times in
TO-DA- Y
vinced th .t today's accidents will not
the last week, was also said to have
retard further trials. Army aeronauts gave recommendation to congre s
brightened perceptibly.
for the acqu'sititu of at least two
Eeverytlring at the executive man-- j
sion is in readiness for the Sulzer's
such war engines. tt was out to condeparture. They w 11 leave Albany
gress that dlrig b!es would be of imTheir immediate i
mense success in the defense of the
Sunday afternoon.
r
,:ikni lubiu
destination, it was said, would be
r;u amit canali mmJ iL.,1
uuil wiuiuui.
Adironthe
seme quiet hotel, probably
BLOWS
UP It would be easy for an enemy to drop SlICH IS SAID TO BE THE FEELING
DIRIGIBLE
ZEPPELIN
destructive instruments into the locks
drcks, for a few days. Where they
IN
WHEN 900 FEET IN THE AIR, and dams
will make their future home they have
cf the canal.
Captain
Chamber.-not decided but Mrs. Sulzer insists it
naval
of
the
la
charge
MAY .BE OPENED WITH THE
THREE
AND
26 ARE KILLED.
shall be with'n an hour's ride of New
aeronautics expressed the opinion that
ARE
ITUTIONALISTS-AMERICAN
York.
such accidents as that of today was
MORE DIE IN OTHER AEROPLANE
Sulzer is of the opinion that an
due to the anxiety of the contestants
KILLED IN JALISCO.
ACCIDENTS.
to get speed, aivl win In the competiattempt to take the case to the United
States supreme court would be of littion.
tle use, and It is doubtful if such proHUERTA TOMEET
cedure is followed.
GERMANY'S ADMIRALTY
GEN. DIAZ FACES
Attorney Lcuis Marshall, however,
FOREIGN DIPLOMATS
was reported to be considering such
DEATH IF HE
BOARD IS ANNIHILATED
an appeal more to establish the constiIN
CUBA
LANDS
tutional status of the case than in the
Washington, D. C, Oct. 17. Gener- ,
Berlin. Oct. 17. The newest and
hope of restoring Sulzer to power.
Havana. Oct. 17. Placards purport- - al Iluerta plans to assemble the for-largest of the Zepelin war airships
was destroyed in mid-ai- r
by ting to be signed by various Mexicans eign diplomats in Mexico City today
the
according to state deSTRIKERS REMOVE FIVE an explosion at 10:15 o'clock this- residing In Havana, who threaten to or tomorrow
and make a stateadvices
millFelix
of
27
General
partment
the
resist
the
one
of
landing
morning. All but
him if he ment on the present situation. No
tary men on board, including the en - Diaz and lo assassinate
in inkling of Huerta's purpose was con- MEN FROM TRAIN
tire admiralty trial board, was killed, should come ashore were posted
tained in the dispatch.
The disaster occurred just above the city today,
Mis statement will be received here
.
the main street of Johannisthal while
wiret(.ss dispatch from the steam- Interest although ad-- ;
500 feet long,
was.pr Co,.cova,i0 on )0ard of which Cen-- with the keenest
STOP D.&.R.G. AT WALSENBERG TO LOOK the big dirigible,
if.
a trial trip, preliminary to eral Diaz is coming here, says that! ministration officials doubt that
making
OFF
FOR STRIKE BREAKERS-TAK- E
ils acceptance as flagship of the newitne veasei will arrive at S. o'clock to- will alter the situation.
ATTEMPTING TO KILL HIMSELF.-P- AYS
last, night from S:.10 o'clock to mid-Those closest, to the administration
German aerial navy.
The secret police
morrow morning.
CONTINUE IN DISWILL
The banquet hall had been
TO THE DEAD
TRIBUTE
HANDSOME
The shattered bulk of the airship, have bpen or((Jred by the authorities
transformed into a ball room and it
ta are practically ended and that
a mass of blazing canvas and crum-tTRICT 15.
communication
a
WOMAN.
prohil)t
'was artistically decorated with masses
aluminum dropped fiOft feet lnto;tween (he ship au the shorei except peaceful negotiations will be disconof cut flowers and ferns. The music
the public highway. Hundreds of per-- . ))y person8 fuily authorized. Should tinned.
furnished by the Elks' Orchestra, and
on the possibility and
William
111., Oct. 17
the
Speculation
flight
been
Chicago,
had
who
sons
watching
at
which
ll0tel
Dlui!
the
lan(i
everyone seemed pleased at the selec- Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 17. A bat- - X from parks and house tops, rushed to (!pllera
this
at
d
the
confess!
Inquest
be
to
is
he stays
protected by police tionallst heads has been revived by
tions and the manner of their rendi- tie between strikers and armed X the scene. Lieut. Baron von Bleul o.
and a strong detachment of rural the
afternoon to the murder of his wife 'tion
but brings
situation,
present
guards is in progress at a campguards,
the
grenadier
Augusta
Queen
He said
Mad the ball room been large enough
guards.
definite statement from official quar here late Wednesday night.
of the Rocky Mountain Fuel comwho was making the trip as a guest,
it is snfo )o Bay 500 people would have
In wile was "tne most ruiuuui
ters.
pany ten miles north of here. X was the only survivor. He was badly RECESS TALK STILL
Vwuirlnnl Wllflnn tuis frnm time to woman" in the world and that he must attended the function, and the Masons
The firing is heavy. A posse of
IN CONGRESS,
injured and his condition is critical.
PROMINENT
s
H.M ne would welcome informa. have been crazy over his health and woid lave been glad to have
so
burned
were
bodies
deputies in automobiles left for
of
the
Many
. th nm.DOBes Gf the constitu- D. C, Oct. 17. Recess 1,
troubles.
jed that number of invitations.
the Bcene.
and mangled as to be unrecognizable. of Washington,
congress while the senate banking tjonaijsts should they become success- V
I'he confession came dramatically
X
K X
The admiralty trial board consist- committee
E
works on the administra - fl1 ))y arma There has been no di shortly after the opening of the after- BLAK SEPARATION SUIT
ed of seven officers, Including Lieut.
nun
urn,
POSTPONED TO OCT. 21.
me
uut
rect
communication
a(,S5loIli
enuring
senior
110()11
presiueiii
men
17.
and
Five
Behinsch,
Oct.
Commander
Colo.,
Denver,
at the capitol today, centering ,8 ,,xpected to be in receipt of infortopic
flynaval
to
d
German
of
the
the
police
who
had
&
Lieut.
insist,
Rio
Ellis,
Freyer
were removed from Denver
New York, Oct. 17. The hearing on
oeiween me presi - :,nation along these lines.
was about negotiations HfitrifinrM
that there was a Bu'.cide pact, stood the
t b for Rfimp
.
a
Grande train No. 115 at Walsenburg, ing corps. The airships pilot
rlotit on1 oonatu
i;.i.
i,.. i
application of Mrs. Katherine K.
steersman
veteran
a
He
Glund,
murder
to
the
Colorado, early this morning by a Captain
kind of an agreement on legislation. itionalist chirfs are i various parts of a8 lre confessed
Blake for $l,r0u a month alimony and
of
Count
Zepellin.
in
the
emplsy
possession
mob of about twenty supposed striki
I. Nl
an seemed lo nave rega.mu
Malorltv Leader Underwood, who ....
,i
counsel fees, pending settleSpectators who had been watching taiKeo to rresiueni
.. .
himself and atoned tor , tne pre- - ment of her suit for separation from
,
ers, according to reports reaching ofniunlo?
on the. stow
wnsuii
ma.
tiv...iwn
p.....
the
of
milieu
I..
maneuvers
fices of the railroad company here the jmpressive
Bubiect several davs ago. still was mlTht he submitted would take some vious susp:c on inai ne nau ca.
her husband, Dr. Joseph A. Blake, a
I
befrom below suddenly saw the ...ill!
..
ltfcL
.
nF
wifo'a n .oil (. ill t kTIPP Willi fl Lanat
.
today. The company officers have
York surgeon, was postponed toi.New
m
u
anu
iui.it-name
ui
nine
7
into
burst
ereat
gas bag
gun an investigation. The train was
for an agreement either on ,he admu,stratlo regards Huerta's d.an merchant.
Satiations,
until
the
two
later
Tuesday, October 21.
day
or
A
second
fall
then
flagged with a red lantern in the west
a (lalR ,or reporting
tne cuiienc.v promlses for a Biution by an elec- His voice strengthened percepuoiy
ColmBel for ,Mrs. Blake denied that
terrific explosion reach measure
vote.
a
for
part of the Walsenburg yards at about sound of the
a
been
tne ma(ter would be settled out of
fjon H8 viola,,,d and js said to feel ao lie asserted that she had
2 o'clock.
Two armed men boarded e.l them It was iinnossible for some
.
..
.....
a 6... ....,
i court, and were emia v emnliatic ill
to
ot1Pr proposais.
wife ana moinor anu moi
the engine and ordered the engineer time to approach the. flaming dirigible
...
'"V
T)le meeting ot me oip.omais
cenduct had been auove criuciam.
which the members ot the
saying that Mrs. Blake Intended to
to keep the train at a standstill. Then
fore the committee. He recommend- .Mexico CUy Wednesday was Incon Ellis fired tour shots into her body press her million dollar suit against
about twenty men, some of them arm- crew had been crushed and burned. !pd a "umber of amendments on the
chB,ve and notmd no onP ot the par !and gaHpd hel. throat. He then shot Mrs. Clarence H. Mackay for alleged
ed, went through the coaches and took
details.
ticipauts to any definite course, ac- himself and cut his own throat and alienation of Dr. Blake's affections.
Tk... if.n.rf in A.mnlancR.
out five of the passengers. The cap'
Official dis wrists.
..
advices.
other
to
cordine
the
C
tives were not allowed to
.. . ...... U. maat.
....i..
.u.ic.t . i"......l
He then lay down by her side, hug- STRIKE BREAKERS SEEK
NOTICE!
train, which continued on its way aft- man navy, but the army as well, sufimportant
WORK IN COPPER MINES
fered from accidents today.
Is. Tn Members
er fifteen minutes delay.
Board
of
Woman's
.
"
iiauoii m ui .rMuu..v,
'
to
untH morning while tne warning
lln8
Mien., Oct. r,. wen to
,
.
officers
calumet,
belonging
Three
army
Will Continue Picketing.
!ective opl,lion 88 lo a sol,ltlon ol tne left her body and her form became take the place of striking copper mine
morn- 2
this
killed
were
,
the
corps
.t
A,
iha
fiving
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 17 "Picket2 Pro,,lem-a"? a
Thus for hours he made love workers continued to pour into the
rigid.
la T moment the Woman s Board
The meeting was held at the
ing, by fair means to induce miners to
he had,diEtrirt today. A woman Btrike
Wl"oonLre"perts were unable to
she of the womH
of Trade has been asked to serve
man legation and representatives of Bahl Betore lli8 teslimony Ellis was
stop work will be continued," declarthe
cause
of
definitely
the
palIwr wa8 arrested in Calumet on a
a baIM",e for ,h,9 ?hrme at he
ed John McLennan, president of disGreat Britain, Spain, Germany. Aus-- ! ,ven ,he
that anything chttr(!C of asSaUig a workman.
warnlng
catastrophe
Masonic Temple on Saturday
trict No. 15, today.
t,.ia, Krance, Russia, Norway and the!,ip mfm say. WOuld be used against
:
The experts say the catastrophe
United States were present.
V
evening next at 8:30 o clock.
"We believe that this is our right,
ofi
He R)oke wIlh.ome difficulty the testimony of coroner's physician
collision
the
to
due
aa orobablv
'
al- - x.
,,,
..
KilleoV
.
time
.
....,
limited
Owinsr
to
the
a
Americans
Two
is
V.o
.
i.
the Colorado law against picketing
'""
u.
o...
hhii nio
an explosive mixture Ol gas Him
cipuigi-- i Hi me iuiu
luunj.
'
lli.-.he was remiesfed tn sit lit,, who was found in a hotel room
unconstitutional and we intend lo test in the
tunnel running inside the
Mexican
one
EVERY
and
that
decided
citizens
been
has
in
courts."
American
the
it thoroughly
(()wn wnllp i,enK questioned.
here yesterday with h's wife's body,
and connecting the three gondo
of a
MEMBER OF THE BOARD OP X were killed Tuesday as the result
olaoVlarl and
nnil liivioiit
Tie cor(,r-- jliry ordered him held V!nnH thtinnf
No further arrests for picketing las, which perhaps was exploded by
...
II in UMI1
uicnai. oioouvu
luiuoi mm
......
...
a cm."
lB"u
,IO lne grauu jury
i"awr.
have been made. The little county the back flare from a carburetor or
ht hl Uet wound tn niB 0wn
about
lal.sco.
OF
COMMITTEE
of
n
state
S
the
of
THE
ing camp
jail now contains 71 miners held on by a spark from a magneto. This X part
chest, listened to the evidence while
THE WHOLE to assist in the X erghty miles to the northwest of this
L Qct. n.wm. C. Ellis, waHin
this charge, besides a number of oth- would account for the rapidity of the
to testif
ch,cag0
of
Twen
city.
preparations for and serving
er prisoners and should the wholesale destruction of the balloon.
y
to the police soon
statement
wealthy leather manufacturer ot Cin
St
extermination.
insurwith
v, ere threatened
arrests for picketing continue, the
The airship carried two tons ofiV the banquet, and thereby
ci,naH who wag found with three f fte th ,raKPdy waa diBCOvered, El- Thomas
are
X
The dead Americans
V '"g its complete success.
hig (hroat Mt ,n R room
problem of housing the prisoners will gasoline.
confegge(1
illianj
are being X Barrett, a mine manager, and
members
Many
become a serious one.
Baron Von Bleul, at a late hour this; X
ton.n.j10,e, wltn the body cf
him wpdnpgdav evenine eighteen
a mine empioje.
wno
tnoBe
but
reached
X
alive.
Kendall,
ac
was
still
and
at
'phone,
by
is
demonstrations
Rlain
resumed
his
rtonth tha. .,, was
wife,
recovering,
afternoon,
Strikers
X do not receive any other notice X; News of the killing reached tne c,
booked ...
nJ man named
,,u
Condolences Tendered,
the McLoughlin mine this morning,
to present
early today,
a charge of murder. The inquest ca,uiwpI si,e iad met las summer in
or
but no arrests were made. A number
jame8 w. Gerard, the American am- X are urgentlyatrequested
lVP
the Masonic Cathe- - X, Barrett was murdered with
!X themselves
,
V Ufltl
n
1T..p vlllc' hn.lv i
hp
.
- fnrRiisn
........
. . . . ot. n,r..nn.n
.- "
of women in the crowd screamed iviaosauu., i. nrf
u.F ihio
j
HianiCra, vanaua.
Saturday morning X by the Mexican, who was capturel c. iitinued to permit further investiga- - C(.nf,:8s)cn
"Scab! Scab! Scab!" whenever a load office today to express the condol- - X dral early
business
own
IC
aild
his
ru
r iho TTnitert States eoveni- - X when final plans for serving the X by Kendall and turne.d over to te.e
of coal was brought out.
verses. Ellis sa;d he and his wite naa
were tien.
the
While
guards
be
and
will
guards.
x
completed,
X,ral
banquet
In order to prevent a possible clash, ment and himself in connection with
The thr.at of Mrs. Wm. C. Ellis, j. greed that life was not worth living
escorting the murderer to Magdalena
lunches were sent into the mine for the disaster to the Zeppelin balloon.- ,X it is hoped that every member of X,
of Cincinnati, was cut after she was ;Pn(j had d'C!d:d to commit suicide
him.
shot
X
will
be
they
Zlm
X the board
present.
the men. When this was done, the He was received by Dr. Alfred
from bullet wcunds, according to ge:her.
A story reached the mining camp
merman, under secretary for foreign X
picketers dispersed.
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STOMACH

MORE IMPRESSIONS

SUFFERERS
First In

FRIDAY.

Pimples Source

OF

17,

19tl

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone
cwt.

of Great Danger

caut ct
urn unnin
il
ni n

OCTOBER

and Meat, $3.50 per

"
$.05 ""

"

Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
Shells
$2.50
May be Means of Absorbing
Is Recommended and Praised by
SECOND INSTALMENT OF J. E. HOUSE'S
.
.
.
Meat
lb.
Most
in
Germs
Disease
Thousands Who Have
'
Ground Charcoal,
Been Restored.
$ .03
ARTICLE IN THE TOPEKA DAILY
Unexpected Manner.
) ff I AC
"I was a sick
and
Stock
FoodComposed
Poultry
rujf
OURSELVES AS OTHERS
man for about three
pCF IYH.
of Corn, Bran, Oatsand Alfalfa, I
months caused from
SEE US.
Gall Stones of the
Liver and was told
When the New Mexican printed J,
by three of our most
phys
prominent
House's article, on Santa Fe, taken
that I would from the Topeka
I
Daily Capital, It was
have to submit to
his i upreBSions of the An
an operation to get supposed
nnd Immune With
citnt City were contained in that one 1Hake Tour Blood S.Part
S. S.
relief, but heard of
but the very next issue conyour Wonderful Stomach Remedy and article,
In thnnsnmls rf Instances the most
secured a full treatment and took it tains another installment entitled "In virulent
of hhiod trouljl'R luivn been
typt-Old Santa Fe," and inasmuch as it af(tie result of coining in rontaet with dis- according to directions anil passed
t
:tse perins In public plaeeH, and the
hundreds of Gall Stones. Since tak fords a pretty good idea of how outItiKlKiiiiimiit pimple has been the
ing your medicine I work regularly siders feel about it, after spending a ..lime. It spreads wilh astonishing Inrapidity,
a few
..Hen infecting the entire system
and don't feel any 111 effects. I am fw days here, the second and
(iuys.
instalment is printed below:
It Is fortunate, however,
that there is
praising your Remedy to all my
remedy to eope quickly and thoroughly
As I have heretofore noted Santa Fe wn til
friends. 1 think it's worthy of the
such a condition, nnd thanks to the
of Its producers the famous 8. S. S.
highest praise. B. L. DOOLEY, Roa- specializes on history, archaeology, tu 'Tirynow
he had at most, any drug store
iy
climate and health. They call the in the civilized
noke, Va."
world.
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHTills preparation stands alone as a blond
Sufferers of Stomach, Liver and In- country surround!ng the town the
is somewhat revolutionary In
It
purifier.
testinal Ailments are not asked to most wonderful fifty square miles in
since it aeeomnlisb.es all
composition,
ODS, Electricity plays a most impo'
claimed for mercury. Iodides
take Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Rem America. And If you are interested in
n ii
minor nl
nnri
tlaat fti, t
rtant part. The grandfather would
edy for weeks and months before the Cliff dwelleiH it is. If you have 4
Is
a
It
vt
purely
absolutely
they feel benefited. Just trv one dose tm.te for oM pottery it is the finest
product. It contains one ingro- be amazed at the radiance of the modof
scrvs
active
the
whifu
purpose
PHONE 85 MAIN.
which should make you feel better place in the world to
the
gratify it. T he Kiirmilating each tiny cellular pint ofseiec-m ueann, convince you mat you will
(
to
tne
tissues
and
ern
and why all this light? To
heme
noaitny
judicious
in
ecll00l
of archaeology
the Hon of its own eswentifil nutriment. There
soon be well and strong, free you from oniy
is conducted in Santa are more cjisph of nrtlcuiar rheumatism,
Uliited
state8
home
make
more homelike to make
the
nrA
ataxia, paresis, neuritis, and
pain ana
sunering ana give you a Fe. Men otherwise sane in every re- - locomotor
Imiinr iliseases resultant from the use of
sound
and
as
WOOD
it
has
FACTORY
Stomach,
healthy
SWASTIKA LUMP
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Bpend their lives digging for minerals than most people are aware of.
done in thousands of other cases. spect
facts are brought out In a highly
this buried treasure.
The ruins of These
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
Interesting hook compiled by the medical
for father, mother and children. Good light
Wherever it is taken you will hear half a dozen communal
villages, all department of Thft Swift Specltlc Co.. 217
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
nothing but the highest praise. Go that Is left of a civilization which ex- Swift Bids.. Atlanta, Ga. It is mailed free,
is easy on the eyes is very much to be
that
together with special Information, to all
to your druggist ask him about the
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
isted thousands of years before Colum who write describing their symptoms.
results
desired.
it
S.
S.
S.
has
Oet
a
been
be
bottle
of
great
but
accomplishbus discovered America are being careful not to have something palmed
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T- & S. F. Railroad Depot.
ing in cases of people he knows or
off on
claimed to be "Just as
send to Geo. H. Mayr, Mfg. Chemist, sifted for relics of their time. Just good." you falsely
across the Rio Grande river to the
Whiting St., Chicago, 111., for
a free book on Stomach Ailments and west a community in which twenty
many grateful letters from people who thousand people lived has been tin itvall. at mie time a nrrtRnprrtna routon.
covered.
One communal
building ranteur. His o'Tu pounds have made
have been restored.
twelve
hundred him- physicaclly
For sale in Santa Fe, by Butts' which contuined
.
He has
rooms lias been found. Seventeen 'jeen admitted to helpless
an institution. He
Drug Store, West Side of Plaza.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
miles southwest of Santa Fe the New iot fatter despite
every effort to
York Tiffanys own and operate, more
'The West Point of the Southwest.
DEVELOPS GREAT
or less the greatest turquoise mine in
the country. Which is to say they
Ranked as "Distinguished
WELL (N VALLEY tftke
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
out just enough stones to supplv 'DUKE CITY" WILL
"
U
S.
Institution
by the
the. demand for them and thus keep
IENT
as
SEND
KNIGHTS
to touch the button and
Deming, N. M Oct. 17. The regu the prices up.
War Department.
lar meeting of the Commonwealth
FE
TO
SANTA
your stove is ready to cook your
Located in the beautiful Peow
club was held at the Harvey house
Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
Probably the most interesting rf
Iron ready to use, your toasted
Tuesday evening, when one of the the old buildings in Santa Fe is the
unsblne every da. Open air
According to the Albuquerque
most interesting lectures of the entire Palace of the Governors now used t'S
work throughout the entire sesfor
the
hurried breakfast, your vacuready
Conditions for physical
Herald, the Duke City is prepar
sion.
season was given by Dr. P. M, Steed, the home of the Museum of New Mexum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
and mental development are
his subject being the "Cure of White ico. There is a great collection of rid ing to send a delegation of sixty
IDEAL such as eannotbe found
Plague." The discussion following pottery and other relics of the earlier Knights of Columbus to attend the j
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatelsewhere In America. Fourthe
was
lecture
of
most
the
interestrooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
civilization
of
all
but
the
the
and
ceremonies
Instructors,
of opening a new council
teen officers
country,
ing character, and there seemed to structure itself was more interesting in Santa Fe.
j
graduates from standard East
for
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
be no question asked that Dr. Steed did to me than the collection It housei.
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
Says the Herald:
and night' Estimates and full infornot readily answer. Dr. Steed who It is of 'dobe construction, the tradi
modern in every respect.
day
"At noon today sixty Knights of
came here eleven years ago is a firm tional one story in height, faces the
mation cheeerfully given.
Regents
Columbus of this city had agreed to
t
believer that climatic conditions go plaza and is a block in length. The
E. A. CAHOON, President.
go to Santa Fe on 'Sunday morning
very far toward the cure of the white walls are three hundred years old. next, where a
J. E. RHEA,
large council of the
Treasurer.
P.
WHITE,
J.
plague.
The palace has been occupied by a order is to be instituted.
At this
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
T. B. Forelian and wife en route bticcession of more than one hundred time there are in Santa Fe some
W. A. F1NLAY.
from San Diego to Kentucky, driving governors, beginning before 1G20 and
gentlemen who have become
t For particulars and Illustrated
a Ford car were in the city this after- ending with Governor George Curry candidates
for instruction into the
address,
in 1909. When New Mexico
noon.
was ad- order and it is believed that this
as
mitted
a
a
state
new
built
State Engineer Jas. A. French and
they
number will be considerably in
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
his chief road engineer, J. W. John- - governor's house of yellow brick and creased by the morning of the ini
it
along colonial lines. The tiation day.
The committee in
son, are here on official business. Mr. mode,ed
French who ha hppnmp vbi-- fnmiiiai. storm of criticism .which this de charge of local arrangements con
with our conditions here and is one parture from tradition provoked has sists of 3. W. Prestel, Herbert Asseliu,
rf the strongest Mimhres valley boost- rot yet died down. Critics of the new Thomas Eagan and Martin S. TierNOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
ers outside of Chairman Williams of building maintain it should have been ney, and these gentlemen, so encour
the state corporation commission that constructed of 'dobe and modeled aged by their success in securing
there is at Santa Fe. Mr. French and along the Hues of the older archi- members of the excursion party up
CO.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE RAILROAD
party will spend several days In the tecture of the town. But criticism in to noon today, are satisfied that fully
H
MISSOURI-PACIFRAILWAY CO.
valley. It would take him a whole iow Mexico, I Imagine, is much likeione hundred Albuquerque Knights
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
month to meet all his good friends criticism elsewhere. It is mostly will make the trip. This is practical- ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN CO.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ll,here.
those who have no possible interest in Iy assured because of the low rail- (WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
road rate now in force.
C. M. Hayes, who came from North ilie matter who indulge in it.
"Father A. M. Mandalari, S. J., pasCarolina, and purchased a farm a few
104 DON GASPER ST.
Another ancient structure which in- tor of the Immaculate Conception
Telephone 9 W
miles northeast of Came in the eastern part of the valley, has developed terested ub was St. Miguel's church, church, will accompany the party as
SHORTEST LINE TO
a splendid well on his farm and slates said to be the oldest in America. a guest of honor.
"Plans for the organization of the
that
the water level has raised at least Brother David, who shows visitors
COLORADO
SPRINGS
and
PUEBLO,
DrNVER,
six Inches during the past few months. about and who accepts a small desid- Santa Fe chapter has been under
He has quite a strong artesian pres- eratum for his service, told me, with way for some time and it is going
Where Direct Connections are Made
sure, and wilh the same ratio of wa- apparent regret, that the church was to prove one of the strongest in the
ter raising that has been noticed in partially destroyed In the Pueblo west. Its number and name will not
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
the well he would get a good artesian revolution of 1CS0 and that the rebuilt be announced until after the initiaflow in 200 feet more of drilling. Mr. portion of it was comparatively mod- tion ceremonies and conferring of the
TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
license Numbers,
Hayes is an experienced orchnrdist ern, having been erected in 1710. As degrees.
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
On the other hand members of
and is going into the fruit raising ex an offset to the modernity of portions
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-cla'Next
Door
to
Postoffice.
of
in
the
Columbus
Fe
Santa
the
of
showBrother
David
Knights
structure,
tensively.
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Jas. T. Hobson, of Bowling Green, ed me an old bell which was cast In and the prospective candidates for
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
Mountain.
lliSG.
in
me
did
not ask
to membership have arranged an elab- He
Ky., stopped over a few days on his Spain
orate program of entertainment in
way to California, and became so im- tike his word for it, but showed me
connection with the work of the so
To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
pressed with the conditions of the tbe date of Its molding cast In Its
side. A lot of the early missionary ciety. This will culminate in a banGrande-Western
Mimbres
a
he
Rio
&
that
Denver
Points
valley
purchased
THROUGH
ASK FOR TICKETS
YOUR FREIGHT
fine farm, and will begin development martyrs are buried under the altar of quet in the evening at which Hon.
PacificRailwav-Th- e
Royal
Owen N. Marron,
E. Wood
Francis
the
All
church.
was
of
mortal
that
as
soon
as
he
returns
coast.
the
from
Gorge-FeathRiver Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Misses Margaret and Helen Ely Do Vargas, who twice conquered New of Albuquerque, and other prominent
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
Knights of Columbus 08 New Mexico
daughters of President Ralph C, Ely, Mexico so many hundreds of years will
be speakers."
of the state fair commission, received ago that I had entirely forgotten the
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass
in
this week a beautiful Shetland' pony matter, lies there in eternal sleep. A
FOR INFORMATION AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON
It will not pay you to wasie your
New
Mexico
Mexico,
Pacific
and cart from the chief importer of lot of the information embodied in the
Arizona,
time writing out your legal forms
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
fine horses in California
who has preceding paragraphs is guide book
Goast,
when you can get thorn already printbeen placing some fine horses in the stuff and necessarily dull and unin- ed
New
Mexican
at
the
Printing
teresting. Next to fighting the chamDeming country.
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe.'N. M.
Geo. F. Otis,
of Norway, pion heavyweight of the world, the Company.
has been looking things over in the guide book is the finest cure for in- EAT
CABBAGE, FISH,
Mimbres valley and spent a large por- somnia I know anything about.
SAUSAGE, NEW BREAD
tion of the day yesterday with Manwere
a
to
the
They
giving
banquet
ager Bickford, of the Rio Mimbres Ir
Spanish minister to the United States No Indigestion, Gas, Sourness or Uprigation company. He was shown a at
set Stomach If You'll Take "Pape's
the De Vargas hotel Monday evenvpst portion of the first 5000 acre
Diapepsin" Try This!
and
I
the
Missus
and
were
ing
invited
unit now being developed by the comL. A. HUGHES,
C. L. POLLARD,
J. CRICHTON,
to be present.
The chamber of company and gave it as his opinion that
Do some foods yoa
hit back
President.
there was no more perfect land de- merce sent me two complimentary
Manager & Treasurer.
Secretary.
taste good, but work badly: ferment
velopment to be found in any irrigat- tickets and dispatched envoys to urge into eubborn
lumps and cause a sick,
ed country. The
is becom that we remain over for the eats and
sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. or
ing quite a frequent visitor to the drinks. But we had no evening clothes Mrs.
Dyspeptic, jot this down: Pape's
Mimbres valley and is very favorably and stole away to Albuquerque Just
For Rates and Full Information, Address
ahead of the feasting. On two or Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
impressed.
to
sour
and
There
upset you.
W. O. Grace and family have return-- three occasions in recent years I have nothing
EUGENE FOX,
G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.
clothes half way never was anything so safely quick, so
ed from an extended visit with rela-- carried evening
No
effective.
difference how
across the continent and found no oc- certainly
tives in the east.
The last crowd of eastern buyers casion to remove them from their badly your stomach is disordered you
(INCORPORATED)
will
get happy relief in five minutes,
brought in by the Mimbres Valley Al-- llsslle PaPer wrappings. The phrase,
wnat Phases you most is that it
ulfa Farms compnny have just con 'tissue paper," is here used in a
eluded their purchases which amount urative seu&e. And tho next time cut strengthens and regulates your stom-- I
get invitation to dine with a Span- - Pcn 80 J""1 can eat yur faVorite foods
to $50,000 In the land surrounding the
town site of Miesse east of the city. ish grandee and me with nothing but without fear.
DESCRIPTION.
LUMBER OF
Most remedies give you relief someAmong the more prominent farmers a blue serge suit, and the pants shiny times
,NEW MEXICAN PEIBTING CO.
they are slow, but not sure.
from Illinois is W. A, Weeks, of Liv- at that, to my back. I wasn't so
.Local Agentg lor
l
is
"Pape's
Diapepsin"
the
but
quick, positivo
program called for a
ingston county, who purchased 240 hungry,
Buildand puts your stomach in a healthy
Roofing
Shingles, Cement,
acres, and will begin at once the de lot of after dinner speaking in condition
U
bo the misery won't come
tobeV&rticke
velopment of his claim. There were 21 Spanish and I hated to miss that.
of
back.
Description.
ing
in this party coming from Illinois,
You
feel
different as soon as "Pape's
But to me the appealing thing about
"Elastic" Bookcase
w
Indiana, Ohio and Minnesota.
Santa Fe is the tang in the air, the riapepsin" comes in contact with the
Desk
and
combined,
t$!
a
is tress just vanishes your
beauty of its quaint old houses, its eiomacn
V A Desk Uoit with few or
scrupulous cleanliness and the pan-- i stomach gets sweet, no , gases, no
M y many Book Units u dcatocd.
orama it unfolds to the eye. I can belching, no eructations of undigest
"
IT
The only perfect combination
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
X
DISCHARGES; not understand why any tourist passes ed food, your head clears and you feel
"
ffiffrffllM I Mk
deik and bookcue ever nude.
fine.
II
it by.
RELIEVED IN
'
attracH
convenient
Roomy,
I
Go now, make the best investment
"5teHffi?L
If
to
W
want
We
thre.
24 HOURS; FATE UNKIND TO
you ever made, by getting a large
Business Solicited.'
lywyo
'
Kach Cap- bUioXwrttcor
THE FATTEST MAN. fifty cent case of Pape's Diapepsin
j
phoor
suit bcartMIDY):
Bristol, Tenn., Oct 17. Impover- from any drug store. You realize in
the
namtrJ-V- J
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
ished because his increasing fat pre five minutes how needless it is to sufPhone 100 and J5 W.
Bmirt ttf ctmtrrf t4fi
vented him from attending to busi fer from indigestion, dyspepsia or any
ALL UBl'GUISTS
ness is the hapless plight of Patrick stomach disorder.
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"SQUARE INCREASED IMPORTS human energy, world's most mysterioos force, trapped into a bottle and
SHOT THROUGH

DEAL" FOR STRAIGHT JACKET AND CLUB.

A

OF CATTLE
GREAT

OF

POWER

AT LAST

LIFE-FORC-

CMM

TRUST OF PENITENTIARY
1100 CONVICTS WATCH BAD ONES TO KEEP THEM FROM VIOLATING
HEAD WHO GAVE THEM JUSTICE IN "HARDEST MILL" IN U. S. "HE GAVE US OUR CHANCE
AND WE ARE GOING TO GIVE HIM OUR HELP IN MAKING GOOD," THEY SAY.

ARE

SHOWN

IN THE

PRESENT YEAR
'

FORMER
EVIDENCE

ONES,
A

AUGUST,

IN

WiRE, STOPS SCIENTIST'S
DEMONSTRATED

BY

REVITALIZE EXHAUSTED

FAMOUS
BODIES.

HEART!
AMERICAN

DOCTOR

HOW IT

FIGURES CF

COMPARISON WITH

WHILE

EXPORTS

THE

DECREASE.

l,

Oct. 17. The
j
Washington, 1).
cent transfer of the I'nited
Stall's
ifiom the small list of
Icuiintrics to the large list of beefimporting countries is sharply Hius- Uiitid by the August figures of im-polls and exports of beef and beef
entile and a comparison thereof with
the August figures of earlier years,
just made by the Bureau of Foielgn
and Domestic Commerce of (he J)i- partment of Commerce. This shows
thai the exports of beef and beef cat(Ic have fallen from 44 million dollars'
value in the eight months ended with
million
August, 11)114, to practically
in the corresponding months of T.11'1,
and that the imports of cattle meantime increased from 0,:ir,7 in the Si
months of 1004 to '! 10,103 in the same
period of 101.'!, and their value from
-

1

-

1

Jack Jungmeycr )
Folsom, State Prison, C'al., Oct. 15.
One of the strangest ind grimmest

WIPIir

( By

vigilance committees ever organized is
hat maintained by 1100 convicts within the walls here to prevent a few of
their incorrigible fellows from jeopardizing the new humanitarian administration recently inaugurated by Warden James A. Johnston.
They have everything to gain by

"

ly

$1M,H5 in 1004 to r..0:!l,8.l2 in 11:I.
As to beef, (he importations in 100!
were insufficient to justify their stalenient month by month, and the total
value of beef imported for consumption in the full"' fiscal year 1904 was
but $14,022, while the single month
of July, 1913, showed a total importation of (i42,:!94 pounds valued at
of
a total
1,151,(120
August,
pounds valued at $s'.),204: and September about an equal amount.
Even the value of (he comparatively
small number of cattle exported is
earlier
now less per head than In

take an hour and a half for that liquid
to pass on into the intestine.
But,
a finger is held near the patient's
fifth dorsal spine a joint of the spinal

column where the nerves are near tha
surface I maintain that human energy, discharged from the finger, will
leap across like an electric spark,
stimulate the nerves and cause the
man's stomach to empty its contents
within a minute and a half.
"Now, will some of you doctors hold
a finger near the patient's
spine'.'
Thank you, Dr. Franklin. Now watch."
The finger approached the spine.
Suddenly the stomach was seen to
One of the 1130 prisoners at Folsom has
stepped out of the line to
straighten out. Its contents poured Indiscuss a personal problem with Warden James A. Johnston. The warden
DU. A BRA MS SAYS A WANT'S STKENOTH MAY lUi STOMKD IN A to the intestine like milk out of a pitinvites these confidences which make for better discipline and regenerain
advance
the
general
years, despite
cher.
I.ICYDKN JAR NOW AND USKD TO FIGHT DISEASE.
tion. It means trust instead of suspicion;
in place of trouble.
prices meantime. The average export
"A perfect demonstration of the
In
kind
a
in
the
000
of
cattle
it
head
bottled
PAYNE.
of
the IS,
hoyden jar
up
the quarry pit.
By KENNETH W.
price
stomach reflex!" exclaimed Dr. Ab- lence was not to be hampered by
it
in
is
stored
of
with
August,
the eight mouths ended
kept
Human energy that mystery which
"A lot of the old crowd who say
jar electricity
Uams, excitedly.
been caught, there a moment and then, conducting
1013, was $;l, against an average of i'i life itself has just
convicts can't be handled without the
"Now, doesn't that prove that there
Not a sign of trouble occurred.
exhuman-energin
an
the 41S.SB5 head of cattle
club are just waiting for something to
is an energy radiated from our bodies
trapped in a glass jar actually bottled (this captured
The old guards, veterans from for- $08 for in
to
the corresponding months
stop which affects othpr people's bodies?
to save for future use! Captured dinary Insulated wire, used it
break In here so they can say, 'I told mer
ported
administrations, marveled to see of
of one or How else can you explain the
1904.
On the import side there is ind canned, to he used some day in momentarily the
you so.' They are going to be disap- the new
warden, a quiet, slight man a decrease of about 20 per cent in the
his colleagues.
(he cure of disease.
pointed."
in his thirties, hedged in by brawny
valuation per head, the 34 0,1 1)5 cattle
A large assemblage of
Next the doctor performed the ex- Literally the 1100 inmates are not fellows in stripes, many of them
With the performance of this miracle
in the eight months ended of
world-widorganized, but there is an understanddoctors, gathered from all over the ppriment with the Leyden jar, mention
magnetism a world-old- ,
watch- imported
garroters,
murderers,
ing among the majority, unwritten ing the festivities in the big dining August, 1913, being valued at. $15 per puzzle is solved.
country, watched him and marveled, ,.d above, showing that this human
Xervous invalids who had come
law, more effective than organization. hall.
head, compared with $19 per head for
out
aslonergy which emanates from our
Can
human
really
leap
energy
in the corFolsom officials declare that out of
many as six hundred miles to plead bodies can actually be stored up.
and
a
Beside the warden sat the most the 9,35" cattle imported
into
man's
from
space,
body
of 1904. The charthe 1130 convicts now confined there,
doctor for a mo-- i
There was no trickery
here no
cast n magic influence on other men?" with the
condemned "killer" in the responding months
acter of the caltle imported differs.
less than 50 are trouble hatchers. The desperateunshackled. The two
It was serious science,
dim past ages of superstition, ment's consultation, forgot their own charlatanry.
In
laughprison
rest of their own initiative help pre-- ed and chatted together like old of course, radically from that of those men asked themselves that question. troubles, fascinated by the cxperi-jnr- .
Abrams himself admitted
that
serve order. It is these 50 whom the friends. Then
these few experiments alone would
walked back to exported, being mostly on the export
they
Only yesterday, in the era of science, menls,
fori
fed
animals
hawks.
like
watch
others
ready
Dr. Abrams, surrounded by delicate prove nothing,
the cell house in the starlight, both sldo, grain
men were still asking it.
Shortly after Warden Johnston as- trustful and unafraid.
slaughter, and on the import side,
But on the following day he repeat-hi- s
Tn,l..,- - 4l,at- apparatus, explained
hut
in
cases
sumed office a serious bread riot had
many
It was the first victory of recipro- grass fed cattle
startling, were Ihe ed them.
Q R D....wbIcll waa
Unique,
theory.
the
other
occurred at San Quentin,
He has performed them again and
cal confidence and established a new
.'to be demonstrated"
have been sign methods he used to prove it.
state penitentiary.
Striped terror regime at Folsom, the "hardest mill" the cattle imported, other than those ed to the problem. It has been proved
The room was darkened. A patient again, with different subjects and In
and
had stalked through the yard
for breeding purposes, are brought
al- And practically
in the United States.
a scientist, before scientists, that, stripped to the waist, stood on the different ways.
from Mexico, that country having sup- by
guards' rifles had bellowed death. A
Warden Johnston's Code.
before a (muttering, blazing ways with the same results.
radiate
does
human
energy
the
body
platform
at
reflex of the trouble was expected
"I have proved that this mysterious
"Torture and brutality do not cure, plied, in the fiscal year 1913, 391,477 of into
machine.
that this mysterious huFolsom. It. had always boen that way and it's with curing, not punishment, the 420,201 head imported for other man space; can Influence
In the darkness the doctors gather human energy exists." said Dr. Ab
others!
energy
before.
than breeding purposes. Of the 1,3X8
screen held be- rams. "I don t know what It is. it
that we ought to be concerned.
It's a former professor of I.eland ed about the
Warden Johnston was warned not
But 1 have proved
No man is so hardened or low who imported for breeding purposes, free Star ford university, the famous Dr. fore the man's stomach. They could isn't electricity.
to allow the prisoners to congregate will not rpsnnnd more readilv to trust 'of duty. 945 were from England
of San Francisco, who see straight through him. When he that it can be stored up in glass jars
Albert
Abrams,
for an impending celebration.
Imports of beef show remarkable has signed the letters "Q. E. D.," to swallowed a glassful of a thicliish, just like electricity.
and responsibility than to the threat
"Some day this powerful human engains within the very recent period. this great problem.
dark mixture, they could watch it flow
"These men are not going to be of the bludgeon.
"The rule of the club is the eusier ,ln the nscal year mu me quantity
at. a doctors' con- - down and fill his stomach!
ergy, captured and bottled, will bo
robbed of their anticipated pleasure
other
the
Just
day
used to revolutionize the entire treatfor but the more dangerous way, because of beef imported for consumption was
"Now, watch closely," said the
Dr. Abrams caught
because of trouble elsewhere
.
,.,, pnprv
pounds valued at $1 1,922,
"In ordinary digestion it would ment of disease!'
which they were in no wise to blame," it makes confirmed outlaws. The war- 104.509
den who relies on torture, and the against 923,378 pounds valued at
was his reply.
in the fiscal year 1910, and 3,957,-70to society
The men at Folsom heard of the de- rifle is a greater menace
valued at $303,934 In 1913; Atlantic seamen in general and the skilfull enough to handle an oar.
he turns loose
for
Coffee
the
pounds
than
convict,
to
their
made
It
appeal
cision.
quick
while in Ihe single months of July conditions that often make them (inof desperate nemeses."
scores
There are drills, of course, but they
of
sense
justice.
the
and
August
imports aggregated dependable in emergencies.
Result After One Year.
consist usually in merely loweering
Schilling's P.est in the
"He's a square guy, they sain.
ever 042,394 pounds and 1,151.02(! pounds,
has
Folsom
man- the boats, without rowing and often,
best
The
are
discipline
here
off
liners
of
Most
Atlantic
the
to
be
is
pulled
"Nothine
Inknown, despite the abolishment of all respectively, and partial returns
ned not by the best seamen, hut to a without even touching the water.
morning, as an
against the new warden." The quiet
dicate that Ihe Sentember
figures
of
forms
of the sea.
men
The pay has been raised somewhat
punishment.
corporal
extent by the
Hardened
round.
large
word went
million
one
of will also approximate
to wake up your het-le- r
Fifty- per cent less infraction
The pay and living conditions are not through the efforts of the British Seafrom whom trouble was expected got
11 pounds
a
the
for
the
than
for
sailrules
best
past
the
average
but
men's
pay
to
and
union,
met
invite
as
good
such
keep
Level
squinteye
swift warning.
self; to let you glimpse
formyears in what, was regarded by conors. It is also too easy for untruiuad sailor is yet only $30 a month. How
ing eye. The vigilantes began
a
vict and guard as the "hardest mill" WRECKS DUE TO
ashore
man
a
maintain
can
seamen.
family
as
"able
to
men
get jobs
ing.
the sunshine through the
vio-in the United States.
And in spite of the lesson of the on that and how can you get good men
The man who didn't believe in
CREWS THAT ARE
such
men,
(he
other
wages?
Titanic and
disasters,
;for
fog inn! see the silver lin- NOT SKILLED such as they are, seldom receive thor-- ti)b Wilson bill, now pending in
SQUAWS ADOPT THE
icongrees, aims to improve the service
ough training.
nig on the clouil.
Moreover, the .liners do not carry by requiring every sailor to pass an
By GEORGE C. BO DINE.
FIRE AT THE SEA.
Rincon. Oct. 17. Romance got an
comof
Schilling's Best Coffee in
examination by the department
(Secretary Atlantic Coast Seamen's enough sailors. The crew is
awul jolt here at a recent rain dance
posed of a few real seamen, supple- commerce, or prove three years' actual
tight cans, cleanly granuUnion).
of the Mission Indians when the
great
New York. Oct. 17. Early reports mented by waiters, flunkies, machin- experience at sea or on the
lated, is 4(ic a lb; money back.
lakes. That would shut out the. unsquaws appeared in slit skirts and0f t)le Voltumo disaster indicate that ists, firemen, etc.
herem gowns, and a late model talking the crew was largely responsible for
It Is a fact that on the ordinary trained man and raise wages.
THOUGHT ROBBERY
machine provided the music of the the loss of life incident to manning liner a captain counts himself lucky
The bill includes many other re
SCHOOLBOY LARK,
war whoop of the bucks.
the lifeboats. And possibly, too, for it he can muster two able seamen to a forms intended to safeguard the rights
Chico, Cal., Oct. 17. Ilobbers who
to
emout
six
of
mento
the
rest
or
The
ana
and
lifeboat.
discover
seamen,
inus io raise
put
The Indians of Rincon reservation the failure
held up their victim, A. U Smith, a
twelve men needed to a lifeboat are iCiency and character.
seem to have become intoxicated with the fire in time.
motion picture operator, in broad day- who
don't
to
often
This is not surprising
anyone waiters, etc.,
the "tango" and the "turkey trot," to
know) , proportion as you get a better light were enabled to escape because
familiar with the character of trans how to lower a boat, and seldom arejcjass ()f srijiors, you will Bee fewer ja dozen persons who witnessed tha
the huge disgust of the old bucks.
in-- j
robbery thought it was a school boys'
. Volturno tragedies, resulting from
iark.
ipffentlvi or demoralized crews.
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WARDEN JOHNSTON.
the new system which abolished the
t
and other tortures, holdto the
ing out no encouragement
"
whose Judas work has
always been a prolific source of penitentiary hatreds and troubles.
At the hands of the stripedclad vigito
lantes the felon who attempted
start trouble would fare hard, they
have vowed.
"The guy who tries to put something over on the new warden would
not last a minute," said one of them.
"There wouldn't be anything left for
th guards to do when we finished
with him." He glanced at the wall
where a man with a rifle in arm paced
gainst the skyline.
"The warden is giving us our
chance all we deserve and we are
going to give him our help iu making
good," said another, a little higher in
the scale, between hammer blows in
strait-jacke-

"stool-pigeon-

c
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FIRE DRILL ON THE LINER THAT BURNED AT SEA.
THE SHIP THAT BURKED

AT THE SEA.
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and who
Captain Francis Inch of the Volturno, burned in
men to save women and
bravely risked his life in a battle with
fear-craze-

children first.

Fire Drill Aboard "the lllfated Vol
New York Harbor Recently.

turno, Photographed by Underwood

& Underwood

when the Ship

was

In

Steamshhip Volturno, of the Uranium Line, burned in a raging storm in
on her voyage from Rotterdam to New York with a loss of life
of 136.
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movement in northern Mexico, announced today he would remain hero
I.on Angeles, Oct.
By winning
to maintain communication with the
r
the first game of yesterday's
American capital.
here the Portland team of the
Carranza's aides and the more
North
American.)
(Philadelphia
Pacitic Coast base ball league clinched
Coombs
prominent military leaders of the
"Jack"
Doctors
attending
The league seaassert the rebel
the 1913 pennant.
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 17. The court constitutionalists
t.1 the
hospital held a con- in chieftain has received messages from
son doesn't close until the end of the 'ferenceUniversity
"Iron Man" of the order forbidding street speaking
the
after
month, but Portland has a winning Athletics had pushed away the tele-- I WesUake Square was withdrawn today President Woodrow Wilson regarding
.."GUT EDGE" the only ladleg'shue diWHlrf: Hint
John E. Humphries the situation in Mexico. Among revo- positively
percentage thit cannot be overcome.
rontaiiit! Oil. Black mid i'olirtli'- and settled his arms beside him by Superior Judge the
sentence lutionary sympathizers, there is con- nwlcliiMren'B boots and ghaes, shines witiioul rubwho also rescinded
Oakland won the league championship phone
jail
r
a
at
Hours
twenty-touto "sleep
tiSc. "FRENCH GLOSS." In. .
bing,
HerAmerican
Dr.
the
that
fident
he
had imposed upon
last year.
i;md fine
expectations
"DANDY" combination for cleaning and polishing
"
'
aizt-- inc.
i'"an M- Titus for contempt of court government soon will extend recogni- - all kinds of niasct or tan shoes, i5c.
,
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moveIN
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the
constitutionalist
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injunction.
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me
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,
Knowledge
ment.
mai
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TOURNEY.
ih.
T,,aM
WOMEN'S
and
BUCK.
whitens
NUBUfK.
"ALBO"
cleans
gene whee it belonged, .tut happier 'ilendar only three of the great nam- General Felipe Angeles, regarded as SUEDE, anil CUNVAS SHOES, in round white ciiUos
the sake of what Plank had pr of contempt cases growing out! one of the strongest men identified liiickcdin .inc boxes, with spouye, UK:. Jn handWilmington. Del.. Oct. 17. Miss still for
some, large aluminum boxes, with sponge. !i5c.
Kddie" Plank, for seven yeais
xt
movement, ar- - if Toiiril''Rler
iia
not keen the ktnd yon
Lrn;..a nF V.mr Vri-l- r ntntrn. done(f the injunction. Judge Humphries v !th the
no'litan champion, and Miss Gladys Coombs' roommate, adviser and insep- li'ia been cited to appear before the; rived today from Europe to become llu price in slumpfl for full piste piickuue, elmren nftio.
WHITTEMORE BROS.
CO.,
friend.
Carrnn-,.0suable
war.
31.
of
Carranza's secretary
lornier
of England,
Albany Street, Cambridge, Mats,
Itavenscroft,
ijireme court at Olympia October
The Okies! and Lartest Manitfactmeti of
Coombs talked only about hddie,
ho chmilil nnt belza received another Ion message in
Brilish holder, won their matches toShoe PulishfS in tie World.
Coombs,
about
talked
which
constitutionalists
round for the but the doctors
restrained from hearing English today
day in the
- r.
conout
tneir
of
came
Amo'iwomans' national golf championship and when- they
because the defend-- i ftiaches said !me from "an
at the Wilmington country club and fcrence they announced that now at
refused change of venue jc.in official in Washington"
amount to many millions.
.
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.
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that
A,
...
flu.:i'.ial in riirmiua ir
i,,l
will meet tomorrow in the final for
ast they could say with certainty
Intervention on the part of the. Unitim his court aiinougu
uiey unu
De
woum
the American title.
the man's wonderful fight
Ill d affidavits alleging prejudice.
London, Oct. 17. There is no like-f'o-r ed States would not be welcome by
rewinning one, and that, while his
many nights past, the socialists lihood of Great Britain's recognition the British government, as it is fearRAIN POSTPONES
covery would be very Blow, he would ;md others have been holding meet-!0- f
provisional president Huerta of ed it would lead to a long and sanTHE LEXINGTON RACES. nni die of lvs unusual malady.
inl in wcctlnke Kmiare. disregarding Mexico being withdrawn at present. guinary war. British investors would
Coombs, they said, has practically the jnjnP(ion which Judge Humph- as lias been suggested in dispatches be the heaviest losers as they would
th the help of the ,loa withdrew tndav.
from Washington, in the opinion ot be unable to recoup themselves after
Lexington, Ky., Oct. 17 Owing to
a heavy rain during the morning, the Athletics, who have been so active in
British government circles.
the war In the same way as America
trotting races, which were to have the business cf furnishing good news
is admitted that something might would be able to do by the annexation
It
taken place here today, were postpon- of late. The d'sease from which he is SCIENTIST IS
arise which would induce Sir Edward of territory or by the enforcement of
ed and the four events will be run off suffering, "typhoid .of the spine," is
WHILE
KILLLED
Grey, the British foreign secretary, to an Indemnity.
tomorrow. This was to have been the one of the rarest known to medicine;
take this drastic course, but It is
Nothing has been heard from Sir
DEER
HUNTING
final day of the meeting of the Kenout that nothing thus far has Lionel Garden, the British minister to
the literature of tha profesBiqn has
pointed
breeders
horse
in
tucky trotting
occurred to change the official view Mexico, in regard to the meeting of
very little to givde Ihe physician
his treatment of it, and there is noth
Roswell, N. Sr., Oct. 17 Prof. A that recognition of the provisional members of the foreign diplomatic
ing to be done but what was done for G. Hammar. considered one of the best .government was the correct policy af- - corps in Mexico City and no request
it is realized that the state of
has come from him for a warship.
Ccombs to stretch the patient on a known entomologists of the United
FAMOUS CAPTAIN OF PRINCE- bed with heavy weights drawing out glatPS
It has1 been suggested here that a
department of agriculture, who fairs in Mexico is very bad, but Great
his head and feet, and leave him so.
(he past two years has been doing Britain is studiously refraining from British warship might be sent to
TON'S GREAT ELEVEN.
Slexico but the British foreign office
flat on his back, until the disease han special work in this state, was nc interfering in any way between
shot and killed by Cy. J. Le- - jeral Huerta and the constitutionalists, is relying on Sir Lionel Garden to ask
rut its course.
for one if he thinks it necessary.
Tli British government, it. is
The University nispnai stun seaum land, a druggist of this city, yester- Sir Ralph Paget, formerly secretary
while they were hunting' In the;ciared, would naturally desire to
ed patiently for some further treat
who has a
ment for Coombs, but without success.
mountains, sixty miles west port President Wilson in any action- of embassy at Washington,
of Mexican and CenMexwide
to
o
knowledge
f
better
take
police
he
looking
had
of
here.
might
nothing
The hospital
been
Dr. Hammar died immediately, he- - ico, but for all the British interests in tral American affairs, has just
him than a bed like a rack of the midbecause
permanent
t
considered
be
appointed
must
Mexico
in
the
was
Hammar
h nd, not knowing
dle ages, a rack guarded by perfe
which include proper at the foreign office in charge of
nursing, of course, and well sterlizeil, direction he saw two deer, fired with those interests,
other investments, American affairs.
and
bonds
And
in an automatic rifle, missing the game, ty,
but a rack notwithstanding.
the days went by and Coombs grew going through the bush, the bullet
there was doulit striking Hammar In the abdomen.
giay and hollow-eyeThe dead man had been married but
in the minds of (ho doctors whether
the man who was making the great, two months. His widow was formerly
'
gume fight would not lese altogether Miss Marian Horner, daughter of n
bod newspaper publisher of Parkersburg,
and never leave his
W. Va.
al've.
To every housewife who
can deliver''
world's serie-tLeland gave himself up to the offl- Then came the
luck with
has
to
he;tr cers after bringing the body here.
Coombs begged to be allowed
No blame is attached to Leland, and
the score by telephone. At first the
her coffee one week
plan was hardly considered, But still it Is generally believed he will be
good, the next pound decidedly "off" flavor we
Coombs pleaded. That idea of follow- cleared tomorrow.
that
to
one
the
the
was
score
Dr.
Hammar
thing
the
belonged
ing
say, "Ask your grocer for a pound can of
of Sweden.
would rouse him to a real interest in
what was going on around him when
his wife was not there to talk with
CHINESE BANDITS
him.
And then his physician, Dr. J. B,
MURDER AND
Carnett, decided one day that here
ROB AT WILL
had been
"Hobby" Baker, last year one of was the very thing they
out
tho
to
help
for:
something
the
looking
of
east,
the gridiron sensations
treatment that
Peking, Oct. 17. A force of Chinese
is leader of the orange and black negative,
commanded
by General
brigands
this year and has already the sick man was getting and put new
eleven
Solitaire Coffee is more than something to drink. It is an estabearned the name of being a severe life Into him. He called In the hos- Hwang Liang, has murdered 300 peoand
of
in
also
his
It is secured. by slowly, thoroughly aging
the
lished coffee flavor.
told
them
and
ple
province
s
taskmaster. Princeton biggest game pital physicians
coffee in the fine, high, dry air of. Colorado ; roasting only a
is with Yale and to win it is joy opinion. They took the matter up In- burned two mission churches, the prop
green
n conference, gcing over all the ar- erty of American missionary societies.
enough for one football captain.
little at a time, so it is always fresh roasted; blending each roasting,
The American missionaries from the
till our several expert tasters agree that it exactly matches the
disturbed districts are still in Fu
established ideal.
afternoon from 1:30 to 2::!fl. He is Chow, where they took refuge during
HERE
'MATHEWS"
desirous of having any local alhlete the recent troubles.
The Morey Mercantile Co., Denver, Colo.
and
The
Chinese
or boxer visit the training camp
government
troops
FOR BIG FIGHT
watch the workouts, and especially sent against the brigands have not
MONDAY NlGHT invites any local boxer to don the shown much activity. The Chinese
gloves, with the assurance there will war office today promised the American charge d'affaires, Edward T. WilThis morning there walked into the be no rough tactics.
square
New. Mexican office a clean-cu- t
"Tommy" O'Rourke will continue liams, that it would institute effective
jawed young fellow, who was intro- his usual training stunts between the measures for the suppression of the
duced by one of our local fans as hours of 3 and 4 each afternoon, and brigands.
Pierce Mathews, of St. Louis, who is extends the same invitation to local
scheduled to fight our own "Tommy" fans and atheletes. He has trained INDIANS MAKE SIX
O'Rotirke next Monday night at the faithfully and is in the pink of conDEMANDS ON CONGRESS.
and
Elks theater. Mathews arrived in the dition for a gruelling contest,
D. C, Oct. 17.
Six deWashington,
old town last night and declared him- has every confidence of landing the mands to be made on
were
congress
self as "fit as a fiddle" for the bout. big end of the purse in the coming submitted at today's session of the
He looks more like a welter than a battle.
society of American Indians here.
.Monday night there will he no pic- Debate as to their
light weight and carries with him that
adoption was still
a ture show at the Elks, and the ring
characteristic of the
in progress late this afternoon.
and
the
be
constructed
Jwill
big
early,
square jaw.
The proposed demands follow;
he snow win start prompiiy ai :ju p. m.
FirBt. An exact definition of the leImmediately upon his arrival
De
official
timers
will
referee
and
The
his
made arrangements to continue
gal status of the Indian.
tomorrow.
announced
Second. The opening of the United
training at the club rooms in the
Tickets are now on sale at Cole and States court of claims to the Indian.
Plaza hotel building, and will work
out today, tomorrow and Sunday, each Gregg's cigar store on the Plaza.
of the school
Third.
system.
Fourth. Division of the funds 'held
wp(S
by the government among the various
tribes of Indians.
Fifth. Provision for the 'ownership
I
by Indians of their lands in fee simple,
How can I heat and cook 'aster, better, cheaper?
Sixth. Full citizenship and right of
demonstrate to you their Cook Stoves,
Let
for
Indians.
suffrage
South Bend Malleable Ranges and Oak Heaters; they are not bet-tthan the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat vaMOUNDAYS CHARGED
riety of models at almost any price.
WITH MISUSE OF MAILS
Don't think that old range is "good enough for you." The difference In fuel alone In six months will pay for a new one.
Kans., Oct. 17.
Leavenworth,
Twelve counts of using the mails to
Besides, remember there Is a great difference between "the mall
defraud were contained in an indict- order guarantee covering defect ve material and workmanship" and
nont returned against Don A. Moun-datheir "guarantee of perfect satlsfaction.'AIways dependable.
and L. D. W. Mounday, his wife,
of Topeka, Kan, by a federal grand
jury here yesterday. The Moundays
weie engaged in selling New Mexico
U nd and this connection had organized the American Sugar Manufacturing
4b
ent
The gove-nRefining Co.
charges statements made by them in
literature sent over the country were
false. The Moundays had lortv-fivagents selling land contracts in fiftean
slates outside of Kansas, and it r. estimated by Fred Robertson, United
States district attorney, they have
taken in between $200,000 and
17

Bi

temom

tided to let Coombs have his tele ment. The matter was not pressed,
but Mr. Parker said he hopea1 to inphone and follow the series, play by troduce the
paper later.
play.
s
"This is a most unusual and
disease," said Dr. W. A. Sawye", CONFIDENCE IN HUERTA IS GONE
of the hospital staff, who was the first
to leave the consultation.
(Continued from page one).
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contract in April, 1910, calling for
JOHNSON TO
a season, after holding out lor
YEAR
NEXT
GET $12,500
a month.
nearly
woufcmntnn. Oct. 17. Walter John
club's
great
Washington
son, the
TOUR
contract PREPARING FOR
AROUND THE WORLD.
pitcher, has signed his 1914 season.
the
for
$1
of
2,500
at a salary
Oct. 17. A number of
New
It did not take Johnson and Manager NationalYork,
baseball players, inleague
The
terms.
to
come
to
Griffith long
members of the New York
cluding
the
wanted
manager
Washington
under
of three Giants, left New York today
pitcher to sign for a term
J. McGraw, for
John
of
direction
the
years, but Johnson refused.
where on Sunday, in con
lit Is believed that the salary the Chicago,
the vvmte aox sijuau,
with
nection
to
pay
Washington club has agreed
start their round
will
officially
they
the
him
Johnson next year, makes
The eastern
baseball
world
trip.
the
highest salaried twirler in baseball,1b party will meet the White Sox in Cinand the opinion among local fans
cinnati tomorrow for the first exhibithat he is worth every cent of It. tion game of the American schedule.
Jqhnsoii has been a: member of the
Washington club since the fall of 19117 M'DERMOTT LEADS IN
and was a success from the start, lie
WESTERN GOLF TOURNEY
is 25 years old, and according to exten
Tenn., Oct. 17. J. Jbetter
be
Memphis,
a
should
pitcher
perts
of Atlantic City, is leading
as
is
he
now
than
today,
from
years
of
he possesses an easy delivery and cuts- contestants for the championship a
loose with terrific speed with appar- the Western Golf Association with M.
the total of 220 for 54 holes played.
ertly no effort, Johnson's record
TDt .onann is the best he has estab- - ,l. Brady or Boston, wun hi, ami uunlished since he entered professional aid Smith, of New Rochelle, the title
games holder, with 223 follow in order. The
ranks. He has won thirty-siand lost seven. He is leading both three leaders made the morning round
respective-Thleagues in the matter of games won. lot IS holes in 54' 75, and 77,
ly.
big pitcher signed a three-yea- r
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WINTER.

Morey's
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That Burning Question
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.The Reliable Hardware Store.

STAGE STARS ON THE MOVIE SCREEN.
Lilly Langtry and Lew Fields; and at Bottom, Florence Roberts and Joe
Weber.
Weber and Fields and several other
(By Gertrude M. Price.)
players.
The New Mexican Moving Picture
Florence Roberts has played
Expert.
"
for the film.
The million of "movie" fans who
Under Daniel Fiulimaii's direction,
have caught the "picture" habit are
not likely to be disappointed this win- Lillie Langtry has interpreted the
title role in "His Neighbor's Wife,"
ter in the supply of entertainment.
will be released this month.
Everything from the birds and which
Rex Beach famous book, "The
beasts of Darkest Africa to the monthe Selig
ey making process in the United Spoilers" has been filmed by
States mint is being caught by the company. King Baggot, the popular
camera man to be reproduced on the independent "movie" star recently re-turned from Great Britain where he
screen.
Chrrent events, political doings, played the title role in a careful, corScientific discoveries, the great scenic rect production of "Ivanhoe."
"Les Miserables," well acted and
wonders of nature and the hitherto
more or less exclusive playing of well staged; "Anthony and Cleopatra"
Days of Pompeii," are
j and the "Last
great parts by great playerB are
among the imported films which will
for the "movie" man.
There are many big, new features be handled this winter as theatrical
attractions, constituting, as each does,
for the winter!
film version of Dickens' an entire evening's entertainment.
A
The western companies will contribfamous "David Copperfleld" is being
ute two big features to the winter's
over
from
England.
brought
The Kinemacolor has a new series "movie" program.
One of these is a series of wild aniof "Popular Players Off the Stage,"
Include Anna Held, mal pictures. The other is a group oi
will
which
Blanche Ring, Raymond Hitchcock. naval and pirate pictures.
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EVIDENCE

TRIAL OF MRS. EATON.
Plymouth, Mass., Oct. 17 A hint" at
evidence not yet received was given
by the state at the resumption of
the trial for murder of Mrs. Jennie
May Eaton today.
They had to do with a typewritten
document alleged to have disappeared
from the Eaton home after the death
of Rear Admiral Eaton. Dorothy
the younger of Mrs. Eaton's
two daughters by an earlier marriage,
was asked by District Attorney Barker what she knew of such a paper.
The defense objected whereupon the
district attorney called on Mrs. Eat- Ains-wort-

six-pa-

...

PIERCE MATHEWS,
The St Louis Cyclone.
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RETAIL
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sol

I FaLFA

SEED.

Agt

For IHTERMATIONAL

All kinds of flowers,

The only exclusive

STOCK FOOD.

f arden 4 field

seeds in bulk and packaies

grain house in Santa Fe

rvr" po hersch
i
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NOVICES MUST RIDE WHO HAS LOST HIS

for Lung Trouble
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Rarely docs a man who wears
ready-maclothing look right
in it. It was not .made for him,
and no matter how well it may
apparently, fit, the fact remains
that when the suit '"settles" and
loses its ironed false form, it
will cave in here, bag there and
wrinkle somewhere else.
Clothes
by

ARTICLE WAS

THROWN

OVER

CONVENT WALL ANO MAY HAVE

BEEN

SILK LINED

NOTICE

STOLEN WITH
ORDER

KAS

GONE

"NOBILITY"

FORTH

SHALL

THAT

THE

NO

A

LEATHER

IDENTIFICATION

VALISE-

?-

BE AMUSED

WE

A

BY THE SIXTY OR MORE SHRINERS-T-

!

210 SAN

jHif

PRANC''j'MaBM,

;

.

individuality
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i FILIGREE JEWELRY

-

PERSONALS

j

MAKE AN ATTRACT- See our display
OIFT.
Necklaces, Cuff Buttons, .
.Stirk Pin. I rickets, etc.. made of tlnld and Turouoise. All
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
J
pieces of jewelry.

iTuut-st.-

j

d"

j

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

(

price

-

WRIGHT,

e

THE STAR BARN
W.

-

WILLIAMS,

A.

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Restocked. Best Rigs you can get.
PROMPT

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

SADDLE

SERVICE.

Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.

MEN'S STORE.

-

-

SMS

MONEY

BE--F-

Ed. V. Price & Co.

SANTA FE'S EXCLUSIVE

SAVE YOU

0

re

McCLINTOCK

WINDOWS

For October Special Prices

MARKS ON IT.

"

&

OUR

imilii-lti-

"full dress' coat, made of moleskin cloth, and lined wilh rich, likick
was thrown over a convent wall
BEGINS AT 10.30 silk,
the other night and may lead to the
A. M. TOMORROW.
discovery of a robbery,
That is a theory held by some who
have studied the peculiar case.
utiiiti-The New Mexican received a tele- BANQUET AT NIGHT
I.MIiil.ivltl
A. (.'. HKTTKUSWtmTlI.
phone message, about the coat being
(Above nliliri'viati'il; uioro on
Altorutivi-litifound in the yard and a few hours
boon iirovon liv
FOR ALL SURVIVORS
ninny yiiirs' tost to lio most
after and the coat was sent to the
for m vore ThmiU and I.uiik a.Tm-- ions,
llro.u Iillis. lironrliliil Aslliinii, St nUlioni
New Mexican oflice with the hope that
folds nud in ntiliuildinir tlio svslwu.
its owner may be found.
Contains no uan'oiles-- iioisons or liuliit- X
X
X
V
S
forniini; ilrnifs. Ask for booklet ti'lllnt?
"1 have seen that coat before," said
BRIEF HISTORY OF
of
nnd writo to Ki'lunun
;one of the Andersons, who keep a
iJihorntory, I'lillndi'liililii,
I'u., for elTHE MYSTIC SHRINE.
(Ionic. Knr sale by nil loiidiutr (lniKt'lsts
tailoring establishment on West PalThe Ancient Arabic. Order,
land by Zook's Pharmacy In Santa Fe.
Noliles of the Mystic Shrine, in V ace avenue. "I would know that coat
anywhere because of the peculiar linV an order claiming an origin at
fiferchant Tailors
Chicago
.Mecca in the 2."itli year of the v mg ol botli sleeves, blue and white
striped silk. It evidently belongs
Hegira. it made its appearance
as the "store-box- "
are not "just-as-gooin man of medium build, scarcely more
in New York in 1ST!. It is not a
than ft leet 7 Inches mil, should say,
kind
Attm-i.othey are unqualifiedly BETTER in fit,
v r pi,i f pn,.cii i
regular Masonic order, but is
though of course one is often fooled
to
limited
Masons
exclusively
here on legal business.
is
and style. But the
as to height. The chest measuredelli'nd
who
attained
the
have
Attorney W. J. Lucas of Las Vegas
nients can be given more accurately.
reasonable.
is registered at the D Vargas.
gree of the Ancient and AcceptI should say that he is not more than
who
or
are
ed
Scottish
Rite,
Hugh .M. Neighbor of the U. S. sur- - A
30 inches around the waist."
See our new wooens arid leave
A Knights Templars.
vey, IS in the city on business.
Mr. Anderson stated that the coat.
v!
membera
order
has
total
The
Mrs. Emma French and Miss French
your measure ivith us NOW!
made some years ago, is of the finest
of Chicago, are registered at the Mnn- ship in the United States of sevmaterial and shows splendid workIt is
eral hundred thousand.
tezuma.
manship. Not a murk of identificasometimes referred to as "the
Hon. Isaac Barth,
state senator
tion is on It, as far as can be ascerfrom Albuiiuertjue, arrived last night
playground of Freemasonry,"
tained.
of the curious and clever
to attend the Masonic dance.
A
It is thought that perhaps a robber
features of the Initiations.
Frank Butt iB back in the oldest
CATRON BLOCK,
stole a suit case, kept the valuables
city for a few days, and says that
and found the coat, uninteresting and
business is prosperous in AlbtHjiier
Because of thfi ditliotilty of gettlnK for that reason threw it over the conque.
(,'iiinels. the hurro. saint of the Kouth- - vent wall. The coat missed the sharp
into Rfir- PdRPS ol broken bottles on the wall
jvest'R desert, will he
WOMEN SEEK TO
I'mt.mim-rnuof the Ai i'md d in safety in the corner.
tlm
where it was found the next day.
Shiiiiern.
'Matio
ELECT JUDGE
It appears that the coat has not
been worn much and is in tine condiit
is
ridH
and
the burros, however,
IrillS'J
UNITED
BANK
TRUST GO.
There are two pockets in the
Isald that over sixty of these riders tion.
coat's
tails but no breast pockets.
!art!
for
now h""tl"S
leather trousers,
Peoria III.. Oct. 17. Admission by
The usual mark giving the tailor's
Mrs. Medill MeCotmiek that she and as they will be compelled to rule bare
name is absent.
'the other Chicago suffragette leaders back. Not, even a wooden saddle or
interested themselves as individuals a stick of wood will be allowed thoni:
Co IT.
jitmt iMiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiii;niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMifiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiini
lin the judicial campaign in the fifth they must show their ability to sit
to furnish
and
are
where
district
because
told,
for
feared
the
they
they
I
equal suffrage law caused much com-- i amusement for the nobility. "I.a noQuality-econommakes
ment in political cricles today.
blesse oblige," famous Freneii prollllltllllfllllllllll(IIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1tllllllll(IIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIItlllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIItir
Mrs. McCormiek said:
verb, is so interpreted at tomorrow's
Schilling's IS si coffee in
N. B. LAl'GHLIN, President.
2W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
"The woman's suffrage law is not, festivities.
The parade will be. all around the
entirely safe yet. The opposition is
J. B. LAMY,
'hi v ins, al 40c
ai'omn-t- i
.working night and day. At the next plaza, of course, for the burros are so
election we win prouanly have a con- accustomed to that thai it woufd be
a II) cheaper than cheap
test on our hands. We have taken impossible to keep them away front
the law to half a dozen lawyers and ''la placita." There are many interestco It ees.
we know that there is technical points ing features of the parade,
which
1 1 I I
I 1 1 II It t that may be misconstrued.
I I 1 1 1 II I
11 1 1'f-- j I I I I 1 1 1 I
starts at 10:30. but apart from the
a few more
It may
There is no use pretending that,
is
sreat
secrecy
FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping, College St., T such things are not done since they Imaintalned. It is said that all Santa
cups to the pound thai V
are done and we women felt that wejFeans will lauu'h when the line of
$18.00 per month.
could not sit still when a judge was march forms at the armory,
It gives m any
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
nothing.
to be chosen who will have as much
$20.00 per month.
Menagerie Arrives,
times as much of that for
power over Chicago as over the rest
the
C, F ;Ixwber, treasurer of
FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
of the state."
Mystic Shriller, says that the menu-$35.00 per month.
which coffee is used: good
woman who attended the Chilli- - Igerie, has arrived' several days ago
near Roswell on the Pecos river,
.FOR SALE 300 acres good-lancothe meeting asked .Mrs. Mccormick land all of the animals are beins water-i- f
which isn't meas- land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
feeling'
Arthur H. Shay, the Progressive jPd and fed 'in the local stock yards.'
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
candidate for whom the suffrage ora- - jhy Noble I!. I". Stephens, the banker,
ured in pints and quarts.
Prlc $11,000.
all can be Irrigated.
tors are stumping the district could
"..
carload of scenery has come,
construe the law in favor of the worn-- j too," continued Mr. Lowder, with a
Drink water for thirst.
en if he Is elected to the supreme, smile, "nnd it is he.hiir nut in nosition
bench of the state.
at the armory by the Albuquerque
"I wouldn't say that," replied Mrs.
nobility, assisted by some husky
Mc.Cormick. ,
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
Santa Keans."
"A judge cannot pledge himself be- "What was in those ureal big
fore he hears a case. However, .Mr. chests?" asked the
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
reporter.
Overcoats
Shay's record shows that, he leans to
"Oh. I suppose they were costumes,"
the
human
of
side
and
he
things
.Mr. Lowber, "but the novices
Phone, 189 J.
In
from
Prices
replied
$10 up 1o $30
would not be running on the Progreswill find out tomorrow."
over 1500 samples.
We
show
you
Fe.
sive
Mexico.
ticket
New
:
if
in
he
Santa
disbelieved
Francisco
San
119
equal
St.,
Sands Will Be Red Hot.
We
in the city.
line
The
largest
suffrage.
The treasurer then continued: "Owguarantee a perfect fit and you can
ing to the rarified atmosphere of San-!tfind no better workmanship at any
THEDAV IN CONGRESS Ke, the inhigh altitude, causing such
price. You will pay more elsethe
the
uir,
(despite
dryness
but remember our expenses
saloons uiound the plaza), we have where,
are small; this makes our low
Senate.
found it advisable to heat the sand:;
Not in session; meets Saturday.
prices possible.
over which the novices will pass, 200
Eighteen years' experience In
Banking committee heard Professor
degrees higher than the temperature
Jenks.
the
tailoring business. Let us take
Duke
in
the
intitations
at
maintained
measure.
House.
your
clime
a
We can provide
tropical
Met at noon and resumed f kIi t for City.
man
weather
no matter what your
LINDHARDT, CUSTOM TAILORING,
quorum.
give,
Yes. sir, we shall
provides.
House.
125 Palace Ave.
1. Does it satisfy you? The appearance and good taste of
Santa Fe the 'summers of Egypt,' so
Adjourned at 1 :J6 p. m. until noon that San
the fixtures should be in full accord with the other furnishings of
won't have anything
Diego
home.
made-to-measu-

CO.
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ON BURROS; THEN

lir.i.it :i II
Jmi'Sli-IMtl.uii(! Truuliles.
till
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'Viti I'imali fur six nioiitlis.
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t so
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s, 11
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I
Illion, nod utter I hud
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Hint
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Does a General Banking Business.
Your Patronage Solicited

-a-

HENRY KRICIfe
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

y

t.
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LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED

MAZDA LAMPS
THE LOWEST

20
25

40
60
100

PRICED.

THE

IN SANTA

HIGHEST QUALITY.

FE.

NOTE THE GREAT REDUCTION.

NEW PRICE,

Watt Lamp, old price, 40c.
'
" 40c.
45c.
60c.
$1.00

"
"
"

35c.
35c.
35c.
45c.
80c.

U37 Special Price in Case Lots. M
Palace Aveni
SPARKS ELECTRIC CO., Sena Block,
PHONE 223 J
--

j

j

'

O. C. WATSON & CO.

m

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniK

The Tests of Plumbing Equipment

ir

i

:

Monday.

your

Would it receive the approving glance of your friends
and guests? The bathroom is an index of your regard for appearances but more than that of your regard for cleanliness.
3. Is it free from annoyances
of all kinds; no odors, no leaks, no
fixtures inconveniently placed?
4
If you cannot say Yes to these
with
us
take
the
matter
questions
up
and we wil1 furnish estimates on satisfactory, creditable, convenient fixtures
of 'Standard" make installed with
thorough honest workmanship.

on you."

2.

WOODRUFF LEAVES
ESTATE TO WIFE AND SON
New York, Oct. 17. Timothy L.
Woodruff, former lieutenant governor
of New York, died here ,laBt Sunday
night. lie left his entire estate valued
at $500,000 to 1,000,000 to his widow,
lsabelle, and his son, John, to be divided equally between them.
The will, filed for probate today,
was drawn In Syracuse, dated Janu
ary :il, 9fi, and Is but six paragraphs
TIM

SANTA FE
AND SUPPLY

HARDWARE

COMPANY.

iS.LP'

IP
Always Stop
U.A

V-
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Veri" Lavatory

(if'A-- ,

at the Ancient City's Pride,

HP

51

m

MODERN

AND

ALWAYS
LARGE
AND

LOBBY

VERANDAS

"This dry heat we are going to provide will make Yuma, until now the
KAUNE
H.
driest city on the map, seem like a
London fog beside it."
Mr. Lowder says that it has been dif- Where
Quality Governs the
ficult to get enough burros to carry
and Price the Quality
the fat novices, but that the whole
country is being scoured for the right

a

S.

CO.
Price

Service and Cuisine
the Beat in the City

Ample facilities for large
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

cottish Rite
Masonic Reunion
Santa Fe,

H. Chamberlain,

October

I2tli-22-

d,

1913.

ONE-FIFT-

SELLING DATES:
From Farmington to Aztec, N. M., Oct. 11,14, 16, 20.
From points Durango to Osier, N. M., Oct. 13, IS, 17,21.
From Antonito to Espanola, N. M., Oct. 14, 16, 18, 22.

0C?Return limit, October 27th.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

recorder, and
John Horrowdaile, captain of patrol,
have arrived to assist the novices
across the hot sands, and dish out
long.
quarts of Allen's Foot Ease.
C. N. Blackwell, illustrious
potenWISCONSIN DAY AT
tate, arrived at midnight from Raton
THE FRISCO EXPOSITION. to
of
tha
preside at the conferring
San rancisco, Calif., Oct. 17. This degrees, which work begins at 1:30 p
was Wisconsin day on Ihe grounds of m.
the Panama Pacific international expo- At night, the "nobility, all of the
Our cracker counter is an ins'.tion.
Governor McGovern of that newly created nobles, who ARE PHYThe large
state and his commissioners took title SICALLY ABLE, will attend a banteresting place.
to and dedicated a site for the Wis quet to be served at the Scottish Rite
variety of crackers and wafers
consin building. Governor Johnson of Cathedral.
we carry would astonish most
and
Ths Divan Does It.
California, Governor McGovern
What is so nice as
anybody.
For the information of those who
others Bpoke.
of
box
a
dainty, delicious wado not belong to the nobility, it is
fers? Some kind of a cracker
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas stated that the divan to confer the
should be on the table at every
county, ss.
degree of Mystic Shriner will consist
Frank J. Cheney manes oath that he of the following:
meal should be In every lunch
C. M. Blackwell, Illustrious Poten
Is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
box. And the very kind you
Cheney & Co., doing business in the tate.
have are here.
should
They
Rabban.
Reuben Perry, Chief
'""ounty and Stnte
City of Toledf
the
have
quality that always satJ. W. Elder, Assistant Rabban.
aforesaid, ant (flat said firm will pay
isfies.
Edward A. Mann, High Priest.
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLL. E. Lowber, Treasurer.
LARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use L. H. Chamberlain, Recorder.
C. O. Cushman, Director.
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
"BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
Col. John Borrowdale, Marshal.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
There are 725 Shriners in
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day ot Detoday and there will be near- CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
ly S00 tomorrow, if the novices hold
cember, A. D. 188C.
fast to the rope.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
PRIMROSE BUTTER
Notary Public.
COMMISSION
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- STATE TAX
BY COURT.
SUSTAINED
ally and acts directly upon the blood
Oct. 17. Judge John
and mucous surfaces of the system. A. Denver, inColo.,
the district court here toPerry
Send for testimonials, free.
GO.
KAUNE
day sustained the assessments levied H.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
by the Btate tax commission against
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
th nonver Gas and Electric Light Where
B
Prices
Take Hall's Family Pills for
cc
City Tram- L.

N. M

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of
for the round trip from the following
ONE FARE AND
stations: Farmlngton, Aztec, N M., Durango, Colo., Antonito, Colo.,
Espanola, N. M., and all directly Intermediate stations.

article.

CAKES AND

CRACKERS

.

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

enver & Rio Grande R.f

8

S.

ar

For

Sf

Qua lit k

st

!
ash
For
Buy

And we will show you how much you can save. Espe
cially should you do this with your

Flour

Grain
Hay,
Give
a trial and let us

show you- -

us

Uuaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

INSURE WITH HAYWARD

AND

REST CONTENT.

Did You Know

That

For a small premium we issue a Policy covering your Household possessions against Burglary and Loss through Sneak
Thieves and Servants. We also issue policies protecting your
open Mercantile Stock, Contents of Safe, etc.

JOSEPH
Rooms 8

B. HAYWARD,
and 9, Capital

MANAGER,

City Bank Building, Santa Fe. N. M.

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE. HAYWARD

HAS IT.
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Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa T Poatoffloo
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The New Mexican Review
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El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
Playing and all outdoor sports.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, par year, by mill
Dally, six month, by mall
Weekly, per year....

5.00
12.51
S1.00

Dally, per quartar, ay mall
Dally, per quarto, by oarHet
Weekly, six month

t.tt
11.61

I
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- Booklet Free on Request

MAN COULDN'T

A MERE

--

o

$400,-000-

K-

KNOW.

PI

News-Heral-

THE AGE'S WONDER.

I

V

hm-ne-

POSITION.

is an age of strange developments and marvelous theories and peculiar

j

Hp what do you think of an artist
who painted cobwebs on the ceiling so
triithfullv that the servant wore her- sell into an auacK oi nervous prusiia-com- e
tion trying to sweep them down?
She There may have been such an

artist, but there
servant,

AS
j

1

THE

never was

such

a

BYSTANDER

SEES IT.

Professor Bistolfi.
hope there will be a big attend-jancat the concert to be given

e

and tomorrow night at the Elks
jTheater by that accomplished orchestra of which Prof. Bistolfi is the di
rector and manager.
All lovers of music should bo there
as if they miss it they will miss a
treat. Now and then things come to
one as a surprise and a delight.
remember a little over a year ago a
gentleman stepped into the editorial
rooms and introduced himself as Prof.
Bistolfi. He said that he was going to
" '
"
,fc
' '
V"'
, .

morals.
.
a
The New York City hoard of education has taken the position that metroof
the big
schools
woman mav he emplovod as a teacher in the
as the penpolis, but she must bear no children, or give up her position
alty.
One of the members of the board sapiently declares:
proposition
"There is no sentiment about this thing; it's a
A mother of a child less than a year old can't be a good teacher, and those
who hire her are accountable to the public that she serves.
ft Ic !J IIP W proposition, U1U me muiiin "i v.im'
....
u 4i,,.
mm wiin h:iu npvnr knnwn the responsibilities fbeen in Santa Fe before and had giviu
was not an
Lth7rhood.Ta
doctrine. It is a silly determination en concerts here and
1.
untenable
-lt
very
of
him for the gentlematny
has to stand on in
d
a,
to
not
expianation
attempt
any
were
better
it
possessed
the position it has ta
tajmd
.!That night we went to the concert
It smacks a little of immorality, does this position of the board, and it
(here wag a large audience there
is a question if this body has the right to dictate the philosophy of life.
evprj. Qne Ranie iway pleaaed
to
an(1
There is in it a suggestion of race suicide and it comes squarely up
hevond meafmre
eiquent in
of
support
in
the
aid
1o
legitimate
woman
of
a
the point of Ihe right
Thpy all realized that they
jprai8P
na() nHtened to a real concert and
family or an abridgement of the natural course of life.
It is paternalistic in its tendency and it raises a question that touches ,whpn the pr0feEB0I. Hpolce of his "little
not
has
a
that
is
life.
It
of
step
iorcnegtrai we au realized that it was
the economic as well as the moral side
in idimimltve
been taken by any state in the I'nion and probably no other country
0iy in numbers and that
to
into
be
taken
thej,. was of gjant si?e as to taiet aud
the world, anil is considered of sufficient importance
courts for an adjudication.
power to please and delight.
woman jtheXo one of
tnosp w)l0 WPre plesent
There may be an argument against the employment of a married
iu
jat 1)e concert hist year could forget
as a teacher in the schools from the practical standpoint. In economics,
hej(he piayjng 0f "the Passing of the
that it gives to one who has already a livelihood a position that might on,
individual effort to depend
were other
!Regjnlent," and there
given to one who has only herself and her
and the argu- ipjet.es gjv,.n with equal skill, pieces
but to draw the line at motherhood is unjust and untenable,
'of music that were from the best mas- nient used is fragile In the extreme.
.
o
Iters and played with the artist's skill.
'v,ow ne Professor is here again and
could not be kept away with a (iat- ONE FORWARD OTfcr.
jl
m
un and iwre are many others
:liu
.ludge Hopkins sentenced the man 10 six ihoiuub
who feel the same way. Tlio oan for
ivas turned over to ..Kate Adams."
reotion. The gjr.l
'
I,.
... Phifapn
.!,
jthe pay,ng 0f certain
Tims ends a newspaper report ot tne ease oi a wiciteu
pieces last
to
other
herself
him
for
Bi10W
selling
by
j,ijj;ht tnat were glven a year ag0
who forced his girl H'iend to get money
hhat they were not forgotten and that
.
jI1Pn,
...
wvc
our
in
dm
wnicn
w!,v
hijuivij,
this wonderful little orchcestra has
man
go
the
guiltier
lost none of its popularity. It deserves
which Jesus rebuked, stones the woman while letting
now
once
rare,
a packed house at the two remaining
free. It's a pleasant duly, therefore, to note this exception,
performances and without doubt will
fremieut. and soon, we hope, to become tne ruie.
uisioins iiiue. up
gei mem.
Kate Adams is a motherly soul wno sees me gu"
case,
The girl in this
jchestra is a musical organization of
and who has a real genius for bringing it to the top. misdirected
else why
mPrit, . t deserves a very large
sadly
n.nst havp- cnod in her. no matter how
,..i,
,
J 1, .lirtllirll jr.ire
t
ana, enmusiasuc patronage
vhmilrl Oio be willing to sin for the man sue loves, mean
nnd
sue
wnen
hp be? will know a real woman
i ne management oi me imks
the knowledge let's hope, will prove her salvation.
Six months In the house would receive the thanks of the
We wish we could be as hopeful about the man.
currmi. patrons tr it would instruct tne usners
house of correction? Why six months? If it's truly a house tnat win
itt until there's reasonable certainty tnat ne nas )0 prevent any persons who come in
m
he
be
shouldn't
kept
why
aa ........
noon
i
i ... n
ill
... ......
ha nitrinin
- m.iut: nrrnr t...v.
,it,,o ir lull
been fully corrected why snouia ne oe lei out m a
"l
"lc
over into a safe and useful member of society?
ne a pienj aer.
t
The age of miracles, we re told, is past; yet wouldii sit
snoum
siiame
,t ,a a imposmon to nave inose
sweetheart
on
his
to
live
mean
if
enough
a
scamp
big miracle
Have you who are in their seats on time and
man?
a
into
ennverted
tie
..rr,,,
in six months
have paid $1.50 for the privilege, to
seen many conversions.....like tnai
of be compelled to get up and have three
the
for
nnmes
parents
nenrn
,rt
f
pnnn
i......in..
.j
P
"
. ..
i,.
i,i,ir nnthwnv it nr four nersnns erowd nast them nnd
couples lik thus and upioo more
Adams or to
vn
"struct the view besides Interrupting
i..jiv
wouldn't be u
a
ntirfni'ltiondo
inct cr tnnao
'
"'
liave o manv houses of correction whicli so seiuom cunen.
.

mai-rie-

T

'7

1

un,,..

w

r.- --

uf'"

...

t,.-i-

j

...

r.

,,.

Surely,
hpen verv
colonies for a freer chance
quit the homeland and hike to the
17M0O0 "!
mi for the way the homeland is being run.
If women had the ballot matters
Of course H emains to be proved that
a u - mtiipr nroDauie. aon i uu imn.
WOU I a UtS UeilCitru.
liardlv make matters much worse.
Nor.hchffe s mind, ,.,!.-Bu- t
note the unconscious toryism of Lord
of 99 British males in every hundred.
v. la the
of the suffragettes.
wlli heTp
you to understand the desperation
Perhaps tt
. ..!i mii ivnnln he .and how it would be praised
.
,
W hat a blessing iue
, f rhriRtmaa
.,.
nres- "- iu rruui-iiiinstrumental
was
and glorified if it
cuts.
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Majestic Cafe
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The Montezuma Hotel

j

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Rooms en suit with
Steam
Heat,
Electric
baths.
light,
private
Central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

j

j

ROMULO

-

-

Son

at a

PARLORS,

Great Expense,

ot the Famous

"BILLY"

CATTON,

who will manage his billiard parlors and instruct tnose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
r those who cater
lounging room
to the pastime.
1

EVERYONE WELCOME

Salle Hotel
i La

nnii

5

i
i

you are contemplating
any "doings" see our line of
If

NOVELTIES.

Nothing like them in the
city, and they are

Florida

fast.

Grape-Frui- t

Florida Oranges
first

In Santa Fe for
many moons.

f

live
daily
Advertising in
newspapers like the SANTA F12
NEW MEXICAN' spreads the.
claim of the merchants before
you and says "Here they aro
take your choice."
Be an advertising reader and
this
in the advantages
newspaper offers you.

share

NEW
DATES,
FIGS,

NUTS

HEINZ

of how to get the most for your
money is not such a mystery
after all if you sit down to think
It out.

Advertising is the Investor R
guide these days whether you
want to invest in a bouse or a
hairpin.

The smooth, shiny kind.

The

Think before you buy and
begin your thinking by comparing the bids the merchants
make for your patronage.

SAUER KRAUT

Modern Grocery

FRANK M. JONES,
who has purchased the

Insur-anc- e

Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
goodcompanles.good protection

WOODY S STAGE
Prom

LI

BARRANCA TO TAOS

Trains.

It simply means spending
with knowledge, getting 100
cents worth of satisfaction in
service or merchandise for your
dollar.

BE WITH US

j

ALWAYS SEE

North South
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY. m Meets Both
Bounds
24 1 San Francisco Street.
Near S. W. Corner Plaza, 1
Leavea Barranca on the arrival ul
IKIIItl the north bound train and arrlvaa at
MlMWIIIWiIWIini
Taos at 7 p. m.

The Great

WILL SOON

Republican.

the cheapest, and

tion, Steam Heat,
Electric
Ligh Is and Baths.
1

HALLOWEEN

going

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is

Prop'r

Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connec-

i

t

Office United States Bank Buildint
(FIRST FLOOR)

Mystery

i

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE

1

i1

?

AMONG THE EDITORS.

Keep Biddy On.
With the product of the hen overtopping all the field crops of the
country, the man who can devise some
way to keep biddy on the job all winter would be a public benefactor.
House News.
The Goat.
The number of girls In this town
who answer to the name. of "Kid"
is astonishing, and makes us suspect
that there are many parents who
might be properly be referred to as
"The Goat." Katon Kauge.
That Kind.
A Missouri judge approves of the
slit skirt on the ground that the won- derful human machine is nothing to
be ashamed of. He has doubtless oh-served that it is always that kind of
machines that wears 'em. Montoya

BILLIARD

European Plan.

NEW MEXICO.

Ought To Satisfy.
qj inuiAnjvrriruiuinruvrLruuuuTj
Three new dreadnoughts are to be
added to the navy next year. That
ought to satisfy Hobson and the rest
of the Japanese war scare contingent.
Clayton News.

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

CHARLEY GANN,

PROP.

LOPEZ,

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

MARCUS CATTON,

Best Equipped, Most Modem.

SANTA FE, -

INSURANCE

Has Engaged

Open Day and Night.
Special Dinner Parties.

ANNOUNCEMENT!

MONTEZUMA

REGULAR MEALS.

I

THOS. DORAN, Frorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

i

shcrtobder bestaurhnt

lie UiruUU LIIB incmuiii
might just as well save their breath.
We are always willing to hand out
the hounuets. we members of the
press and if there is knock handed
back for it, it counts for no more than
the efforts of the man at the home
plate when he whiffs the ozone with
his biff stick.

those who are '"excusably late to
Probably induced by the agony of
Co.
who should not be compelled the hobble skirt mentioned
several
jnoy those
and weeks ago, the X. M. C. has put in
to suffer to be inconvenienced
"TheQualityShop"
two cars of cinders at the north end
of
PHONE 262.
the depot platform. Ladies who
There is another thing that ought
to be stopped and the method of doing wear hobbles are assured that they
It should give no consideration to the can now negotiate the steps of the
offender, and that is the conversation trains without difficulty (unless they
that goes on while a concert Is In are too awfully awful hobbled) and
Last night at the dellght- - the features of the landscape will be
fnl
Itistolfl and his just about what the rubbernecks are 5
rnnrert of Prof
accomplished orchestra, some person entitled to and what they can eudure miu nj i run rwruvuvui nrmn

I

$245,000.00.

.

For quick results,
little "WANT."

May Go Higher.
u-- iii
As a reward for his disinterested-.'
ness in permitting the caucus to work
.
iou the des inv of the tariff bill ill
i
congress, Mr. Underwood may be ask- -ed to step up higher. It is believed
a place in the senate will be made
ined the custom of arriving late may for him, thus eliminating the Alabaman as a possible successor to Wood-ro'De aCPOmmodated.
ONE REASON
Britain
in Creat
j
women
is
W. Rock island Tribune.
meMlod
more
and
n0
ls
the
1.70H.0OO
wrong
,t
are
After pointinrout" that there
Made Good Job.
in un; w tut i j j i a j L'1U longer tolerated
nil Ml ii ! rtii iu-i- i
than men, and iltat "vous fill
...
Oscar Tnderwood
mr..- - . u ct.u.c .o.
Representative
aaira
Northcliffe p'n gland's foremost newspaper puunsi.u,never
;ui
U. there is no sense in it, and those came out of the wordy war with Conwould
win out
nave that as the reason why the suffragettes
he aid.lWll0 canot get to the theater by 8:30 gressman Hobson all to the good. It
man is going to be dominated by woman,
No
o'clock are not entitled to any con- - is a shame that so great a man should
women."
The "men of Fnglandwill not tolerate rule by
deration from those who are there be forced to defend himself from the
of the inconsistency, he
Then in the next breath, calmlv unconscious
on time and who want to enjoy the attacks of so grotesque a figure as
don't use it
said that 'where women do have the ballot they
to explain why , entertainment, and have paid a good the one-tim- e
hero of the Merrimae.
have occurred to the noble lord wni-l11 nilaht (though it didn't,
nf nature. n.la in nn on
a
Jt'a nn, -but it is pleasant to record that when
nun.
women
tnan
more
so
many
has
his nation
It is not a pleasant thing to have lit became necessary he could and did
balance.
.
i,,. i..,hi..Q nnrt Hie eirl babies was
a sign that rule by men ;the view obstructed and the action of make a good job of it Roswell News.
it
should
we
guess
ha.ard.
a
at
and
Offhand,
The Agonx Of It.
a condition of things which impels the play broken In upon to permit
successful

"

AND PROFITS,

FE

SANTA

OF

BANK

r,'

ol-,-

it

NATIONAL

CAPITAL, SURPLUS
in fits -- Estancia
kent un a conversation that could be without falling over
heard all over the house and disturb-- ;
K"C'
'
ed those who wanted to hear, and!
We read so much about he knock-son- s
annoved the performers. If the perin different papers that we really
who do this kind of thing do not r"
nu mam-- i
know any better, then it is the place Sel uisgusieu, ne. v e uuneve
stutt
uui m
tno
may
what
to
politethem
tell
of the ushers
"
"
is,
entertainment
ness at a public
'
m, But
is
ign ,ore
and they should be ejected from the the "knocker
said or left una ai A
what
matter
no
is
should
it
of
theater and methods
doing
Rood sued crop of knocke s will
be effective and unceremonious. There. a
ne
wiin us iu tue enu.
is decency in all things.
all do some knocking in some farm or
It's Wasted.
other, and, after all, the little taps of
Human nature is a strange and un- the professional "knocker" only make
inconsistfathomable combination of
a few dents on the band wagon of real
ences and kindnesses and meannesses. progress. The Cloudcrofter.
Ordinarily when a person hands you
a fine bouquet of roses or of sweet ONLY MONEY TRUST NEED
peas, such as grow in this section of
FEAR CURRENCY REFORM.
thr country and they grow here as
feel
else
you
they grow nowhere
Waterloo, Iowa, Oct. 17. Secretary
grateful toward the donor and feel as of State Bryan declared here today
comthe
to
return
if you would like
tiiat only the "money trust has any- pliment sometime. Don't you?
thincr to fear from the currency legis- You don't get mad at the least little jation pending before congress." The
thing that comes up later and you do j it ultimate, he added, has nothing to
not feel like knocking the one who has f(,ar
ag the principal
Mr Bryan
shown the courtesy to you. That is f peakpr i,efore the Iowa State Dairy
the
newspaper ag60ciatlon convention and Congress
thf way of life. But
business is not like any other busi- o cattlemen.
ne sor any other tntng in tne wouu.
In an interview given out to news- You can hand a bouquet to a man and paper men, Mr. Bryan predicted inai
swalsay nice things about him and he
the new tariff law will lower the cost
lows it like a trout goes after a fly oi living, bring substantial benefits to
when the season is right and he is consumers and remove for a genera
hungry. There Is not a man or a wo tion the fear that has been excttea
man in the country who does not like' b(fore eacn eiection by tne advocates
to get into print, ana wnen you near of protection.
any of them say they don't you know
it is folderol and a bit of confidence
talk. But it does not make any difference how much you may puff a fellow and how much he may wallow in
the enjoyment of it. if some day you
Ad
New Mexican Want
always
say something in the .columns of the
paper that does not just meet his hrloa results. Trv
views, though he may not be mentioned In it, he. yells like a stuck porker
and cannot get the hilff out of his system fast enough to relieve him of his
acetous peevishness.
The only thing about It that has Its
compensation is that it is like pouring
water on the back of a duck to rail
THE SANITARY
a a man who has been in the profes- -

we greet
Our modern inventions have con.e to us, one after the other, and
them us wonders evolved from U.e brain of men bringing to us the things
of
that a few years ago we consider, d as impossible, if indeed we thought
all.
,
;hem at
One after another they have tome to us and we have accepted and used
ever
we
how
got
along
and
wondering
them, considering them as blessings
of pity that
without them, and then dropping into their use with a feeling
or them
our forefathers and even those of the past generation, did not know
and were without that ease and benetieence which they bestow. Among
lliem all we have had nothing of such supreme benefit as one of the latest,
wireless telegraphy.
with hundreds
It seems the marvel of marvels that a vessel in
on
of lives upon it, enveloped in flames, with destruction staring the throng can
the vessel in the face, and the grim shadow of death hovering over them,
and.
send out the call for help, out of the vastness of silence and distance
in a few hours, find relief and succor at hand.
of the
It is only within recent years that a vessel in the position
to the water's edge with every soul lost, and from
,,nt i,vp
woum wvt
the awful holacaust could coine no call for aid, no message
or to
to the ones waiting on the home shore to tell of the destruction
met death
who
those
had
whence
and
gone
what
of
news
happened,
bear the
near.
out on the great waste of water alone, and with no friend
steamers in
That lias been the history, the unknown history, of ocean
come,
the past They were simply lost and only by chance has any knowledge
when some vessel passing saw uie wreeiiage wihuh iiu mc p.,,,,.,.
never wholly revealed. The
f a horror that could be but guessed at, and
is the second within the
disastetr which shocked the world the other day
value of this great invention has
untold
the
where
months
past eighteen
been disclosed.
but it
What is yet before us in the way of wonders we cannot foretell,
and be given a
tl,p RiirtHln drawn,
almost seems uiui r
so impenetrable to us, and re
glimpse into that future which has been
so fruitlessly speculated since the world was.
we
which
have
garding
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THE

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's Newa Today"

AN UNTENABLE

the Fact That It Is
OLDEST BANK IN NEW MEXICO,
o

General Manager
EdUor

Stauffer

i

OF SANTA FE

BANK

years of uninterrupted advancement and success.
having had over forty-twThis means that its methods must be sound and along the lines that
further the welfare of its patrons.
Santa Fe
known throughout
It means that this bank Is thoroughly
county.
It means that it has gained experience tnai is 01 ineBiimauic vaiuc w
making its service to the people, broad and efficient.
years of success,
All these qualifications, resulting from over forty-tw,
of over
together with Capital, Surplus and Stockholders' Liability
combine in affording assurance that all funds entrusted to this Institution are safe and secure.

President

J. Wight Giddings

IN THE FIRST NATIONAL
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Is Based On

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting

17, 1913.
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

OCTOBER

FRIDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

sir

Will G. Richmond, a resident of
Inglewood, Cal., will answer any Inquiries about Foley's Honey and Tar
He says further "Foley's
Compound.
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly
benefited me for bronchial trouble and
cuugh, after I used other remedies
that failed. It is more like a food than
a medicine." Do not accept a substitute. The Capital Pharmacy.

Ten miles shorter than any other
Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare SS.OO round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Emhutii
station.
way.

J

NW

mates

INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident'1
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc1

REAL

ESTATE

City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Qrants, Etc

Surety Bonds
All

Of

Kinds.

Telephone 194 W Room 24
1AUGRLIN BUILDING,
SANTA

FE

NEW MEXICO

LEESE & LOFTUS
ESPANOLA LIVERV
GOOD TEAMS
AT ALL TIMES

Teams to the Cliff Dwell
ings at Reasonable Prices

Phone Livery, Espanola, N. M.
Work for the New Mexican, it u
Ada alwai
New Mexican Want
working for you, for Santa Fe and
th new state.
bring results. Try it

FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

17, 1913.

All Clogged Up?i

GRABS

LAND

Here's Quick Relief

' My Mamma

UNDER

BEING

INTRODUCED

IN

Says

SfcVEN

MASONIC

Its Safe
for Children?

GUISE OF GOOD ROADS
THE BILLS

PAGE

GRAND

LODGE

i'OK

MEETING

CON-

K

liNT

Rooms.

Grant ave.

13--

I'Oli SAI.K - I'nderwood typewriter
practically new, $70. 102 College St.

GRESS LOOK SUSPICIOUS
AND IT IS
Remedy to Correct Constipa
le-Mition Before It Becomes unronic.
BECOMING APPARENT
THAT
"ROAD
,life
go
through
few
people
Very
KOH KK.NT
Three or six room
without some time or other being
IMPROVEMENT" HAS SOMETHING BACH
SANTA FE, N. M.,
house, funiifcii.'i (,r unfurnished.
ApThoutroubled with constipation.
Tirol.
jjjj
Bli&it
OF IT.
Kan Francisco.
ply J). a. I.owitzt-isands injure themselves by the use of
j
strong cathartics, salts, mineral waWA.'TKI
Middle aged couple to
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weeks
High
that even the worst freckles have Mrs. Emma A. French and daughSan Francisco, Cal., Oct. 17. Mod- western states this morning and fair, always eat Grape-Nut- s
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conIs far
as
it
begun to disappear, while the lighter ter, Chicago.
esty prevented A. L. Herron from cool weather Is general, although in pleasanter than taking medicines."
nect with No. 8 eaatbound, and
F"or
rrQii1ta a
ones have vanished entirely. It is selRoss W, Brown and wife, 'Pomona. chasing the thief of his trousers the lower Missouri valley, Kansas and Name given
No. 9 weatbound.
by Postum Co., Battle
dom that more than an ounce is need- Kans.
through the streets in his pajamas. Oklahoma, also in Washington, Ore Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
ed to completely clear the skin and
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:30
W. A. MaoDonald, Denver.
Herron saw the burglar leap through gon and Idaho some cloudiness is re- Wellville," in pkgs. "There's a rea- a. m.
gain a beautiful clear complexion.
B. P. Moore, Denver.
the window with his, Herron's nether ported, and rain has occurred in west- son."
Mexican
New
Want Ads always:
Be sure to ask for the double
W. W. McDowell, Roanoake, Va.
snatched from a chair be ern Missouri, Oklahoma and northern
garments,
Ever read the above letter? A new bring results. Try it.
Call
strength othine as this Is sold under: Cole Rallston, Magdalena.
side the bed. The burglar refused a Texas. Temperatures are lower in one appears from time to time.
They
guarantee of money back If It fails
J. L. Davis, Chicago.
to
invitation
come
back. Loss the Dakotas, and quite generally west are genuine, true, and ful of human
polite
New Mexican Want Ads work while
Reports.
to remove freckles.
W. H. Merchant, Carlsbad.
tZS, beside the pants.
of the Rockies, but changes have not Interest.
you sleep.
A Simple
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.

EQUALIZATION

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!

AUTO DELIVERY

1

Service

THE

STATE

PhoneNo--

VARIOUS

mi

a.

ma

cnrai

MH.

CLASSES

OF

ON

TAXABLE

In explaining

i

The Clarendon Garden,

j

STOCKS DRAW

stssed valuation

PHONE 12

100 PER CENT

$M,jim,Otio to
ilia meetings

the raise in the as- of the state from
ouO.Ooo, as a result

if

tf the state board of
the former figure being
the tetal taken from the tax rolls oi
the various counties, and the latter be-- !
ing the total after the state board
had completed its work, the detailed
increases in the various classes may
be interest of the tapayers
of the

SANTA FE, N. M.

i

In some ten c'asses the raise was
uniform in all counties and in four
c'asses raise's ranging from 10 to 30
per cent were made in tne different

Iccunties.
In the following classes of property
Us listed for taxalion the board made
a iin'l'orni raise in every county, with
i few exceptions which are noted be-In
Hie minutes of the board, the raise
ing figured on the assessment made
by the county assessor, and expressed
as a percentage of that figure:
Carriages, 20 per cent.
Automobiles, 50 per cent.
All other property, 50 per cent.
Saddles and harness, 20 per cent.
Merchandise stocks, 15 per cent.
Saloons and fixtures, 20 per cent.
$17.
Watches and c'ocks, 50 per cent.
Taos School Census.
Jewelry, 100 per cent.
The 1913 school census of Taos
Musical instruments, 50 per cent.
Household goods, 20 per cent.
county has Just been received by the
It
In handling the above raises the as-- , slate educational
department.
uc-rt,.
will or nvni hia lirtnlr nnrt mine elmuro a 1Q1Q cnhnnl nnniilattnn of
every tax payer the percentage ex- - 3ft)c as compared with 4019 in 1912.
Trade Mark Filed.
pressed above where articles of any
.f the above classes are listed for tax- The trademark of Golden Glow. Pro- cess butter, a Denver product, has
l.ition.
Raises which were not uniform in been filed for record in the office of
every county were made in the follow- the secretary of state.
j
Going After Insurance Co's.
Ing classes of property:
The state corporation commission
Agricultural Lands and Improvement.
In the counties of Bernalillo, Curry, will shortly start on a campaign
I.una, Roosevelt and Santa Fe, a raise apainst insurance companies doing
of 20 per cent was tacked onto the business in th s state without having
assesors figures. In Chaves, Colfax, been granted formal permission to
Mora and Tacs a raise of 25 per cent do so by the commission. Warnings
was made over the assessors figures, will be isseud to the general public
In Rdilv countv a raise ot 10 per cent to be on the lookout f.r agents repre- was made with no change in the re- - suiting companies' not authorized to
j

j

s
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ivaindiT of the counties.
Grazing Lands,
In the county of Colfax a raise of 30
prr cmt was made, A 25 per cent increase was made on this class in San
Miguel . In Bernalillo, Chaves,
.Mora, Rio Arriba, Sandoval,
Srcorro, Taos and Valencia, a raise
or 20 per cent. In Quay county, 10
no
pt l cent, and In the remainder
raise was made.
Timber Lands.
hi gnndoval county, a raise of 20
in Taos, 15 per cent; 10 per
ptr
cent in McKiuley, Mora, Rio Arriba,
San Migui and Valencia, and no raise
the remainder.
Lots and lmppove
City and Town
ments.
A raise of 25 per ctnt was made in
Chaves county; 20 per cent in Ber-- j
nalillo, Colfax, San Miguel and Santa
I'e; In per cent in Luna, McKinley,
Roosevelt and Taos, and no raise In
the remaining counties.
The cjal lands the two decisions
have already been referred to in these
columns, the Santa Fe lands in San
Juan being reduced from $12 to $H,
ai.d Colfax county being raised from
.1.xo to $12.
,,
The tax rolls of the various
ties have been sent back to the various
counties for correction, but the asses- sors are not expected to make changes
until they get the authority from the
state board to do so. This will be in
the shape of a letter certifying to
them the corrected valuations in the!:'
county, and accompanied by a cer'.i- ti d copy of the .proceedings of
the
board. These will be out some time
next week.
San Miguel Schools,
The state educational department
has received fiom M. F. Des Marais,
county superintendente of San Miguel
county, the summary of the school si-tuation in that couuly. The school
Lt upun in tou ail imirwic wtci mo,
year of 70 persons of school age.
Sihool is now open in 50 districts, of
the county, employing 57 teachers.
Eight districts have eight nonths of
school; six have six months, and 33
have five months. Slost of the salaries are $50 a menth, with several at
There
$00, one at $70 r.nd one $75.
are two below $50, one $15 and one
c-i-

HOW

Phone No. 4

OF RAISES

BY THE BOARD OF

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

Aulo Delivery Every ilour!

Try Our

i
i

j
j

THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY TO COME IN AND
IT MEANS DOLLARS :. TO
BUSINESS WITH US ON'.Y BECAUSE
BUYING AT A STORE WHERE YOU PAY MORE FOR THE SAME
THEM.
QUALITY OR GET POORER HARDWARE FOR THE SAME PRICE THAN
WE WILL GIVE YOU IS LETTING YOUR DOLLARS TAKE WINGS AND
FLY AWAY. HUNT AROUND ALL OU WILL, BUT YOU MUST COME
TO OUR STORE TO FIND THE BEST KINDS OF HARDWARE AT THE
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.
'ill lZ SPSMMli
.
WE WANT

DO

i

.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

PHONE

14.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1913.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

"Tl

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

PHONE

14.

j

j

thousand volumes are on the book-- I
shelves in the Palace of the Governors
not counting the files of newspapers
and magazines and the publications cf
the School of Archaeology. As these
volumes are mostly devoted to, his-- !
lin-- j
tory, archaeology, ethnology and
gulstics and include the best collec- tion of New Mexicans to be found anywhere, as well as the famous Fincke
library bought in Germany by Hon.
Frank Springer, they are attracting
writers and students.
To Reform School.
No more asparagus, but if you will
V. S. District Judge William H. try Andrews' .1. S. B. brand of asPope today set Joe .Martinez, aged paragus tips in cans you will find it
IS, to the reform school at Golden, better than the fresh.
Colorado, for robbing a postoftice.
For Fine Kosher Sausage and Delicatessen Meats try the Modern Mar
ket. Frank Maurer, proprietor.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND

transact business in the state.
Informal Complaint.
An informal complaint lias been received by the state corporation com
mission against the U. & ti. ti., relative to the failure of this company to
furnish cars as requested for livestock
thipnients. The complaint is made by
I', ft. Chambers who states that he
has 3000 sheep to ship, and who gave
a momli3' notice fur cars for October
Mh, but f iilrd to get them.

LOCAL ITEMS.

BE SURE.

Elegant Line
IN THE

LATEST

SHAPES

n Plush, Velour, Felt. Beaver.
Velvet, Silk, Satin, Aloire Hats
'together with a most beautiful
line of novelties in Ribbons,
Bands, Fancy and Ostrich Feath-ierEtc., are shown at

s,

MISSA.PGLER
SOUTHEAST

CORNER PLAZA.

reading circle will be organized by
the. Archaeological Society on Thurs-- !
day evening, November 6, to meet in
the palace of the governors each
Thursday evening until the summer
school convenes which will cap the
course, it is proposed at each meeting to read a chapter or so from some.
standard work on American Archae-ology, especially in reference to the
southwest, and to present such papers
as members may prepare to be follow-- !
ed by discussion, but no meeting to
last longer than an hour or an hour
and n half: The circle may also occa
sionally meet at the house of a member upon invitation.
Best of all kinds of meats at Andrews. Beef, veal, lamb, mutton,
pork, springs, turkeys, sausages, hams, bacon, etc.

bacon, thin and uniTango is Vindicated There has
form. You can get it at Andrews.
been much criticism of the modern
Gnagey and Ervien for mission fix- dances, especially by people who do
not dance at all. But Santa Fe dance
tures and electric portables.
Rexall Cold Tablets break up a cold enthusiasts must grin at the followover night and do It most efficiently ing dispatch received from Cleveland,
afternoon:
yesterday
ir.d permanently. You need no other Ohio, late
guarantee. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., "Cleveland, Oct. 10. The tango has
been vindicated in Cleveland by court
succeeding Fischer Drug Co.
AnFive varieties of grapes 1o choose recognition in the case of Asa
derson, dancing teacher, against. City
from at Andrews.
The
El Palacio K. N. Chapman, of the Dance Hall Inspector Meyers.
School of American Archaeology, has 'court ruled that the tango as taught
In
made a striking design for the head-r- by the teacher was good morally.
cf "El Palacio," the copy for the 'giving opinion ho said everything
st number of which Is in the hands beautiful in dancing is taught in this
bar all dances."
cf the printer. The heading carries a 'dance, and we cannot
In vegetatbles Andrews has turnips.
fine pen and ink drawing of the Palace
Coffee
i' the
Governors as it will appear beets, carrots, radishes, green onions,
cabcoffee
bean and
a
Crack
bunches,
parsley,
lettuce,
soup
The first
wMh the portal restored.
green
chaff inthe
notice
nvinber of El Palacio is to be from the bage, oyster plants, tomatoes,
yellow
chili, celery, etc., at Andrews.
New Mexican press on November 1.
bitterish
side. It lias a
The Supreme Moment! Critical ill-- I
Pears, apples, quinces, bananas,
is pure
that
medicine
taste. It is taken out in
liess
requires
Andrews.
at
etc.,
grapes,
us
Let
end
of
full
supply
strength.
The Pioneer Bread is strictly pure
.granulating S c h i 1 ling'.s
then you'll feel
made under the newest improved con- your drug store needs; moment
sold in
T3est
coffee,
comes
a supreme
dition, for sale at Kaune & Co., An- safe when
cans.
on
aroma-tigh- t,
can
You
or
t.i
depend
yours.
you
drews and Gormley grocery store.
Even trilling defects
For Rent Two furnished rooms in us. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding
I
ischer
Drug Co.
have no place in so fine a
Capital City Bank building. Heat,
Trv our
sausage, made
coffee.
light and bath. Joseph B. Hayward.
Just received, new pack, pickles, from home dressed pork. Hamburge-an- d
AnPreserved In Its aroma;
veal loaf ground to order at
saner kraut, etc., at Andrews..
and 2
cans; 40c a
drews.
ot
The
Names Delegates
president
and
A
on
moneyback.
pound
Circle
Archaeology
of
Comments
Reading
the Santa Fe Chamber
has appointed Messrs. Nathan Salmon,
deleE. L. Hewett and H. S. Lutz as
gates and Messrs. L. B. Prince, John
rty tnttr,! nfmu troubles
d '7 am an
as alR. McFie and Fred Forroff
n never li,a ppened. ' ' HLBBliT h UliBARD
ternates to the Fifth National Conservation congress which will be held at
white hair and wrinkled faces of our busy men and women tell
Washington, D. C, Nov?mber 18 19
fear and anxiety more than disease or age. Worry p ays
doubt,
and 20. The main subjects before
with the nervous system so thatdigestion is ruined and sleep
this year's congress will be forestry
banished. What oil is to the friction of the delicate parts of an engine
both of which are of
and
treat Interest to Santa Fe.
Get the Best in Drugs and Chemicals and the truest In satisfaction by
having all your drug store wants filled
usa
it
at Zock's Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding
is to the delicate organs of the body. It's a tonic and body
assimilate food tnus
Fischer Drug Co.
stimulates the liver to vigorous action, assists the stomach to
blood.
rich
on
pure
heart in turn are fed
enriching the blood, and the nerves and
Spare ribs and new saeur kraut, you
For forty yenrs "Golden
Neuralgia "is the cry of starved nerves for food."
tome and
can get them both at Andrews.
Hedloal Disooverr" in liquid form has given great satisfaction as a
blood maker.
Cream and Milk for Sale Have redealers in medicine
Now it can be obtained in tablet form-fro- m
cently bought some of the best, dairy
WriteR. V.Pierce, Buffalo.
cows in the state, and have extra quality and quantity of sweet cream and
milk for sale. C. L. Pollard, 'phone
BR. PIERCE'S PKJEASAIW PEIAFTS
10 J.
refruiale the liver,
Relieve cnastiBaiiuu,
and bowel . Esv to itce as canrty.
More
Libraries
than
five
Splendid
Machine-slice-

'
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W

HEN you

start out after that new

suit, Sir, start in the right direction. Start toward the Clothing

House that has a
reputaOF
BEST
THE
ONLY
tion for selling
CLOTHES. Such a resolution cannot fail
to bring you directly here.
If you know exactly the sort of suit you
want, you'll find the CHOICEST MODELS
in'all the correct styles. If you don't know,
then we shall be pleased to assist you with
the best of service in fitting you perfectly
with just the sort of Suit you ought to
wear.
well-establish- ed

SALMON
inl

WILL SEE THE NEWEST CREA
TIONS OF STYLEDOM, and this town's
best exhibit of Bie Values. Those women
who are always fully abreast of the timesor a
OU

little aheadwill want to come to this Store now
and see this fascinating exhibit of the favored
styles, for the Season's Fashion has decreed
many noticeable changes this season, and there's
an unusually enticing "note about all the new
ideas that particular women are sure to admire
when they see them, and delight in wearing.
Every Department of this Store is now ready
with a delightful showing of new things.

NATHAN

'THE HUB"

To7

ACCEPT THIS IN VITATION TO COME

fo)

SALM

SANTA FE, N. M.
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